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A Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna for Dual-band Mobile Phones 
ABSTRACT 
With the rapid growth of wireless communications, there is a great demand for 
slim and compact sized mobile phones. Planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) has been 
the dominant internal antenna configuration used in mobile phones for many years. 
For a conventional PIFA, the antenna patch needs to be placed at a certain distance 
above the PCB ground in order to maintain a sufficient antenna gain. However, a 
large distance between the antenna patch and ground limits the reduction of the 
thickness of a phone. Therefore, it is desirable to study new antenna configurations 
that can not only provide sufficient antenna gain and efficiency, but also are compact 
in size. 
In the first part of this thesis, a compact multilayeredly rolled inverted-F 
antenna (MRIFA) for PGSM/DCS mobile phones is proposed. The proposed design 
takes advantages of the multilayeredly rolled structure to shrink antenna's volume 
and enhance antenna's bandwidth. A MRIFA prototype, with a volume less than 1 
cm^ and a height less than 5 mm, was designed and tested. The impedance 
bandwidths of the prototype antenna are as wide as 12.08% (884 - 995 MHz) and 
I 
13.27% (1659 - 1898 MHz) in the two desired bands respectively, indicating that it 
satisfies the bandwidth requirements for PGSM (890 - 960 MHz) and DCS band 
(1710 - 1880 MHz) operations. The MRIFA prototype has been installed in a mobile 
phone for testing its active Over-The-Air (OTA) performances. The total transmit 
(Tx) and receive (Rx) efficiencies obtained in active measurement show that a 
mobile phone installed with a MRIFA satisfies the OTA requirement for commercial 
applications. 
Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) is a parameter to evaluate the overall receiving 
capability of a mobile phone. The evaluation of TIS requires measuring the Effective 
Isotropic Sensitivity (EIS) of the operating mobile phone for incident signals from 
different directions. To perform TIS/EIS evaluation compliant to Cellular 
Telecommunications and Internet Association (CTIA) specification, it takes more 
than 1.5 hours to complete the test. As mobile phone under test is commanded to 
transmit at its highest power level (> 30 dBm) throughout the test, mobile phones 
with short battery life may not be able to keep functioning in such a long duration. It 
is necessary to have a fast method for TIS evaluation to address the issue. 
I 
In the second part of this thesis, the relationship between measured EIRP and 
EIS of a mobile phone in the same channel is investigated statistically. A fast method 
for TIS evaluation is proposed based on the relationship found. Number of measured 
EIS's required for this method is reduced from 60 to 15. The method has been tested 
in 5 mobile phones. Not more than 0.5 dBm of deviation is found between the TIS 















線（Multilayeredly rolled inverted-F antenna 或簡稱 M R I F A ) �通過使用 
多層卷狀結構，天線的體積得以縮小，帶寬也因此增加。本文中設計並 
測試了一個體積小於1 cm3，高度小於5 mm的MRIFA樣本。它的阻抗 
帶寬在兩個目標頻帶分別爲12.08% (884 - 995 MHz)和13.27% (1659 - 1898 
MHz)�它們滿足了對 PGSM (890 - 960 MHz)和 DCS (1710 - 1880 MHz)兩 
頻帶的帶寬要求。在對裝有MRIFA樣本手機的OTA (Over-The-Air)性能 
測試中，它的發送和接收性能均能滿足商業應用要求。 
總全向靈 » ® (Total Isotropic Sensitivity或簡稱TIS)是摸遣手機整 
III 
體接收性能的一個參數�TIS的評估則需要測量手機對來自不同方向的 
輸入信號的有效全向靈敏度（Effec t ive Isotropic Sensitivity或簡稱 
EIS ) 。 以 符 合 CTIA ( Cellular Telecommunications and Internet 
Associa t ion)標準的方法作EIS及TIS評估’總的測_間會超過1.5小 
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The need of a compact internal antenna for mobile phone applications 
With the fast development of mobile communications, nowadays mobile phones 
should support multi-band operations and to be compact in size. Table 1.1 
summarizes the current frequency allocations for some 2G and 3G mobile 
communications. In a general sense, the frequency bands for GSM phones can be 
grouped into two major bands: 824 MHz to 960 MHz，and 1710 MHz to 1990 MHz. 
They will be collectively called 900 MHz band and 1800 MHz band respectively. 
Frequency band above 2 GHz is not considered in this thesis. 
Co二二二二tion Frequency band (MHz) Bandwidth (MHz) 
GSM850 824 - 849 70 (8.15%) 
E-GSM 880 - 960 80 (8.70%) 
P-GSM 890 - 960 70 (7.57%) 
DCS 1710- 1880 170 (9.47%) 
PCS 1850 - 1990 140 (7.29%) 
WCDMA (Band I) 1920-2170 250(12.22%) 
Table 1.1 - Frequency requirements of different mobile communication standards. 
The planar dimension of a bar-type mobile phone is about 46 x 105 cm^ (see 
Table 1.2 for dimensions of typical models). This typical dimension tends not to vary 
significantly. However, the thickness can vary from 20 down to less than 10 mm. In 
1 
order to cater for the housing of the mobile phone, internal antenna with thickness 
less than 5 mm is anticipated. Planar antennas over the ground plane, for example: 
microstrip antenna (MSA) and planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA), have been good 
antenna solutions for low-profile applications for years. From the fundamental 
limitations of small antenna, it can be proved that bandwidth and radiation efficiency 
of a small antenna decrease with the reduction of its overall size. With the increasing 
demand of low-profile mobile phones, further reduction of antenna's overall size, 
especially the thickness, trades its bandwidth and gain performance inevitably. To 
balance between the antenna size and the overall performance, different 
miniaturization techniques have been introduced in the recent two decades. 
unit: mm Year of 
Brand Model “ “ I , . , „ , 
Width Length Thickness Release 
I^P KE770 Titanium ^ ^ 2007 _ 
LG kG276 45 —98 12.9' 2007"" 
L G " ^ ^ ：… K G 2 8 8 45 —…99 ' uA ' i o o T ' " 
Motorola CI 68 46 104.4 14 2005 
Motorola E398 46 110 21 2004 
""Motorola £770 46 111 20.7 2005 
""Motorola ROKR Es' 53 115 10.6 “ 2008 
”Motoro la W^js ‘ “ 44 108 Y4.9 2007"" 
Nokia 2630™""'" 45 105 ：巧 
—…"j jo^a""" ' .:::K:i:《::::：：：…-108.5…--：…Y斤""'imi''" 
Nolda S 6 6 '43V6…—""l06.4 "I's'l" "ioo?"" 
No'lda" 'sSOO classi'c …45 107 TsVl…―"""ioo?" 
-J^olia _ _ 62301 " " i i 20 2005 
Sony Ericsson _ GTOO “ 49 i"o6 _ 13 2008 
Sony Ericsson JlOOi 44 100 18 2006 
Sony Ericsson KTs'o'i 46 100 20.5 2005 _ 
Sony Ericsson _ W660i 46 106 14.5 2007 _ 
Sony Ericsson W896i 46.5 104 ^ 2008 
— Mean — 45.89 —105.36 14.72 
Table 1.2 - A survey of physical size of bar-type mobile phone of major brands. 
(Information is collected from the company websites.) 
2 
Recently, it was reported that forming antenna element by rolling a planar 
rectangular patch can effectively enhance mutual coupling between patch elements to 
achieve wide bandwidth [1] and reduce antenna's physical size [2]. The reported size 
of antenna element in [2] is successfully reduced down to less than 1 cm for dual-
band cellular applications. However, to date, the actual radiation performance of 
them in dual-band mobile phone has not been reported. 
The need of active measurement for mobile phones 
Antenna designers usually focus on antenna gain and efficiency to evaluate 
radiation performance of an antenna. Since, from reciprocity of antenna, the 
transmitting and receiving properties of an antenna can be shared by the same set of 
parameters [3] (i.e.: the transmitting antenna gain and efficiency), it is not necessary 
to evaluate its receiving properties separately. 
In reality, when an antenna is installed in an operating mobile phone, in 
transmitting mode, the mobile phone has to be able to radiate a certain amount of 
power under different environments; in receiving mode, the mobile phone must 
achieve certain bit-error requirements in order to maintain the quality of service 
(QoS) prescribed by the standard (e.g.: GSM, WCDMA) [4], Both radiated power 
and receiving bit-error performance do not only depend on the antenna alone, but 
also depend on the integrity of the whole system including electronic components 
chosen, PCB layout and even the housing. The relationship between them cannot be 
separated easily. 
3 
Antenna gain and efficiency mentioned above do not tell both the transmitting 
and receiving performance of a real operating mobile phone，which is regarded as a 
radiator and a receiver compliant to the communication standards. It is necessary to 
link these traditional antenna parameters to requirements of the standards. To cope 
with the demands. Cellular Telecommunications and Internet Association (CTIA) 
has defined a new set of parameters for evaluating the over-the-air (OTA) 
performance of mobile phones [5]. The mobile phone under test (or device under test 
(DUT)) is placed inside an anechoic chamber, and commanded to keep 
communicating with a communication tester during the measurement. That is also 
why such kind of measurement is known as "active" measurement. The software-
controlled communication tester is responsible for collecting the measured data, like 
the transmit power and bit error rate (BER) of the mobile phone. 
Among all OTA parameters specified in [5], only Total Radiated Power (TRP) 
and Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) of GSM standard are our focuses in this work 
because they are the most fundamental parameters to describe the overall 
performance of a mobile phone as a GSM radiator and receiver. The evaluation of 
TRP requires measuring the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) of the 
operating mobile phone in a sphere. Similarly, the evaluation of TIS requires 
measuring the Effective Isotropic Sensitivity (EIS) of the operating mobile phone for 
incident signals from different directions. 
In the evaluation of TIS, at least 60 EIS points are needed. Taking the facilities 
in The Radiofrequency Radiation Research Laboratory in CUHK (anechoic chamber 
installed with SATIMO SG128 spherical field scanner and Agilent 8960 
communication tester) as an example, to perform the active measurements that are 
4 
compliant with CTIA specifications, it normally takes 1.6 minutes to measure the 
EIS of one direction. Thus, it needs at least 1.5 hours to go through the whole 
measurement in one frequency band for one mobile phone. As the TIS evaluation 
procedure has been specified explicitly in [5], it is expected that the time needed to 
perform the same TIS evaluation does not vary a lot from system to system. Because 
the mobile phone is commanded to transmit at its maximum power level throughout 
the measurement, battery of the mobile phone may not be able to sustain such a long 
duration. To tackle the issue of battery life, a fast method for TIS evaluation is 
needed. 
1.2 Overview of the Work 
In the first part of this research, a compact internal antenna for P-GSM/DCS 
dual-band mobile phone applications is developed by implementing the 
multilayeredly rolled structure, namely Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna 
(MRIFA). Impedance and radiation performances are evaluated by a 3-dimentional 
(3D) EM model built in CST Microwave Studio (MWS). Results are verified by 
passive measurement. Moreover, the MRIFA is installed in a mobile phone to test its 
real performance in practical use. 
In view of the long time needed to measure EIS in TIS evaluation, it is 
necessary to develop a fast method to estimate some of the required EIS's in order to 
save time. In the second part of the research, the relationship between measured 
EIRP and EIS of a mobile phone in the same channel is investigated statistically. A 
fast method for TIS evaluation is proposed based on the relationship found. 
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1.3 Original contribution of this thesis 
The original contribution of this thesis includes: 
• A Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna (MRIFA) for dual-band mobile 
phone applications is developed. Overall volume of the antenna element is 
less than 1 cm� . Measured results show that it meets the bandwidth 
requirement of PGSM and DCS band. The MRIFA prototype has been 
installed in a mobile phone for testing its active OTA performances. 
Measured results shows that it possesses antenna total efficiencies that are 
comparable to those in a commercially available mobile phone. 
Comparing with similar works published previously by others, this work is 
the first one to show the actual radiation performance of the dual-band rolled 
antenna in a mobile phone. The measured results show that the radiation 
performance is comparable to those of a commercially available phone, 
demonstrating that the proposed compact antenna is feasible for practical uses. 
Besides, feeding and shorting structure of the antenna element are improved 
to allow microstrip feed. 
• A 3D EM model of the MRIFA is built in a commercially available EM 
simulation software, CST Microwave Studio (CST MWS). A Matlab program 
is written to transform planar antenna patch pattern into the rolled structure 
based on the Archimedes spiral formula. The program calculates the 
coordinates of the required 3D vertices from the planar coordinates, and 
exports them in form of VB-scripts, which then can be read by CST MWS to 
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build the simulation model. Simulated results agree with the measured results, 
showing that the model can give good prediction to both the impedance and 
radiation performance of the proposed MRIFA. 
• A fast method is proposed for TIS evaluation. It is proposed to estimate the 
required EIS's from 1) EIRP's of all directions and 2) a limited amount of 
EIS samples. Number of measured EIS's required in this method is reduced 
from 60 to 15. The method has been tested in 5 mobile phones. Not more than 
0.5 dBm of deviation is found between the TIS found by this method and the 
value obtained by the conventional method. 
1.4 Organization of this thesis 
The thesis begins with literature reviews on mobile phone antenna (chapter 2). 
Emphasis is put on the discussion of properties and evolution of mobile phone 
antennas. Discussion on the effect of finite-size ground plane is also covered in this 
chapter. Chapter 3 starts with a literature review of rolled antenna. The simulated and 
measured results of the proposed MRIFA are then discussed. Comparisons with a 
conventional PIFA and a commercially available mobile phone will be made at the 
end of chapter 3. In chapter 4，the observed relationship between EIRP and EIS is 
discussed. The proposed fast method for TIS evaluation is fUrther elaborated on this 
basis. Finally, a conclusion is made in chapter 5. Some suggested future works is also 
presented in chapter 5. 
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Details about the mobile phone samples we used in this research, the 
measurement of TRP and TIS and the MIRFA realization procedure are supplied in 
Appendix A, B and C respectively. 
1.5 Remarks on frequency dependent parameters in this thesis 
In GSM world, different pairs of frequencies are assigned for uplink (UL) and 
downlink (DL) purpose. Each UL-DL pair is specified by an integer, n, namely 
Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number (ARFCN), which is also a number to 
specify a Traffic Channel (TCH) (or "channel" in short). In this thesis, in the topics 
that GSM active measurement is involved, all frequency dependent quantities, like 
TRP and TIS, are specified by its ARFCN. Reader may refer to Table 1.3 for the 
conversion between ARFCN and exact value of operating frequency. Exact operating 
frequencies will be given if necessary. 
ADTT/^ xT ^ r . /A/TTT� foL to fuL conversioii ARFCN n to freq conversion (MHz) (MHz) 
P-GSM 0 < « < 1 2 4 /沉(；7) = 890 + 0.2« /^/l W = / d l W + 45 
DCS 512<«<885 /沉(力=1710.2 + 0.2(«-512) = / d i W + 95 
Table 1 . 3 - ARFCN-frequency conversion table. 
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Chapter 2 
Small Antennas for mobile phone applications 
2.1 Introduction 
The well accepted definition of "electrically small antenna" is any antenna that 
fits inside a radiansphere, which is an imaginary sphere with radius a, such that 
ka = 1，and k = iTtjX , which is the wave number associated with the 
electromagnetic field. The definition was given by H. A. Wheeler in [1]. ka = \ is 
chosen as the bound because if an antenna's physical structure lies within this sphere, 
the radiation quality factor (Qrad) of the antenna will rise significantly [1] 
For an antenna operating at 900 MHz, 
2a = 2(3xl08)/(2;z"x0.9xl09)=106.1mm. Similarly, 2a = 53.1 mm for an antenna 
operating at 1800 MHz. The length of nowadays bar-type dual-band mobile phone 
antenna is about 100 mm. Mobile phone antenna is considered as small antenna 
when it is operating in 900 MHz bands (GSM850, E-GSM and P-GSM band). Thus, 
it is worth studying mobile phone antenna from the general properties of small 
antenna. When operating in 1800 MHz bands (DCS and PCS band), antenna 
properties are less sensitive to that size. 
It is well known that antenna size reduction is obtained at the expense of 
bandwidth and efficiency. The concept will be demonstrated by the concept of 
radiation quality factor (section 2.2.1 and 2.3). Before that，definitions of some 
important antenna parameters will be given in section 2.2. Impedance properties and 
1 Remark: the term used in [1] is called "radiation power factor", p, by the author, where p=I/Qrad • 
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evolution of mobile phone antenna will be discussed in section 2.4. This chapter will 
be ended by discussing the ground plane effect of mobile phone antenna (section 2.5). 
2.2 Definitions 
2.2.1 Quality factor 
Quality factor (or Q factor) is an indication of frequency selectivity and power 
dissipation of a resonator. As a lossless antenna stores energy in both electric and 
magnetic fields in its near-field region during resonance, and loses energy as 
radiation, the same concept can be applied to indicate antenna's bandwidth and 
radiation efficiency. 
The general definition of quality factor of a resonator is, [2]: 
Q = (2.1) 
，where W is the energy stored in the resonator; P is power loss in the resonator. 
Unloaded Q {Qo) describes the total losses {Po) in the resonator. By separating the 
losses into individual items, one can define different quality factors. For antenna, as a 
one-port resonator, power is dissipated as radiation loss {Prad), conductor loss {Pc) 
and dielectric loss {Pd). The quality factors accounting for them are respectively Qrad, 
Qc and Qd. The relationship between the antenna's unloaded Q and the individual Q's 
is [2]: 
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1 1 1 1 
— = + — + — (2.2) 
Qo Qra, Qc a 
2.2.2 Efficiency 
Antenna radiation efficiency (rj^^^) is defined as the ratio of the radiated power 
{Prad) to the accepted power (JPacc)- From eq. 2.1, it can be expressed in terms of Qo 
and Qrad of the antenna (eq. 2.3). 
= (2.3) 
acc ^rad 
Matching efficiency (77^) of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the antenna 
accepted power to the input power available at the antenna port [3], It relates to 
reflection coefficient ( r ) of the antenna by: 
"厂 (2.4) 
尸in 
Antenna total efficiency (77,�,) is defined as the ratio of the antenna input power 
to the radiated power, and expressed by [3]: 
” � � , = ¥ = V � ’ „ (2.5) 
尸in 
2.2.3 Return Loss and impedance bandwidth 
Return loss of antenna (as a one-port device) is defined by: 
fv-^ 
Return Loss (dB) = 201og|r =20 log — 
V y 
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，where 厂 is reflection coefficient; V^  is incident voltage wave arriving at the 
antenna port; K is the reflected wave. 
Antenna impedance relative bandwidth is defined by，[4]: 
� VSWR — Y f „ - f r 
BW =——, =让~J丄 (2.6) 
QjVSWR-\ , 
，where VSWR is voltage standing wave ratio to define how well the antenna is 
matched to the source impedance; fy and f i are the higher and lower bound of 
frequency, at which VSWR equals a desired value. VSWR < 3 (return loss < -6 dB) 
is often used to define impedance bandwidth of mobile phone antenna [5];/ . is the 
resonant frequency of the antenna obtained at its input port. It is defined by the 
frequency, at which the return loss is the smallest over the desired band. 
2.2.4 Antenna gain and radiation pattern 
Antenna gain (G) is defined by the ratio of the radiation intensity QJ), in a given 
direction ((9, <f)，to the radiation intensity that would be obtained if the power 
accepted by the antenna were radiated isotropically [3]. Mathematically, 
^ � P r J各 冗 Pra. 
As the reference antenna is a lossless isotropic antenna, G is given by: 
4 吻 ) _ _ ( 2 . 8 ) 
Pi„ (lossless isotropic source) 
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，where Pm is the available input power at antenna port, and P阳^ = . Also, if 
antenna polarization is considered, radiation intensity can be decomposed into 
vertical and horizontal polarization (f)). We have: 
啦 水 ( , ， ， 咖 （ G 农 如 G 农 卢 ) (2.9) 
Pin 
Connection between directivity (Z)) and gain (G) is expressed by, [3]: 
= (2.10) 
As G and D are different by a factor only, either the graph of G{p,(f) or D(9,(f>) can 
be regarded as radiation pattern of the antenna. If the absolute value is not the main 
concern, the patterns are usually normalized to 0 dB. 
2.3 Fundamental limitations of small antenna 
The theoretical treatment to the limitation of radiation Q {Qrad) can be found in 
[6][7][8][9][10]. In [10], McLean re-examined the works in [6-9], and summarized 
by giving the exact expression of the lower bound of Qrad for a linearly polarized 
lossless antenna, which excites either TMoi or TEoi spherical mode (eq. 2.11). This 
is also the most widely accepted expression in literatures. Eq. 2.11 assumes the 
antenna is enclosed in a radiansphere (section 2.1), and no energy is stored inside the 
sphere. Any energy stored inside the sphere can increase the Qrad of the antenna. 
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Combining eq. 2.11 with eq. 2.3 and 2.6, we have: 




召 丄 (2.13) 
rirad + 丄 批 WR 
{kaY ka 
And, for small ka, from eq. 2.11, Q^^^ 记 l/(众<3” . Therefore, 
[kaj , 
— - ~ « constant (2.14) 
Vra^BW 
Above equations show that the reduction of antenna size, (kay，can lower the 
radiation efficiency if a certain bandwidth has to be maintained (eq. 2.12), or narrow 
down antenna's bandwidth if a certain efficiency has to be maintained (eq. 2.13). The 
relationship between antenna size, radiation efficiency and bandwidth is more trivial 
in eq. 2.14. 
On the other hand, one can also design an antenna by utilizing the whole 
spherical space in order to approach to the upper bound of radiation efficiency and 
bandwidth, as suggested in [1], However, antenna in such a spherical shape is，of 
course, impractical for mobile phone applications. 
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2.4 Low-profile and Dual-band techniques 
Generally speaking, small antennas are evolved from monopole antenna. A 
monopole antenna is basically a A/4 long straight conducting wire placed vertically 
above an infinitely large ground plane. Signal is fed at the slit between the wire and 
ground plane. The wire is the main radiator while the ground plane acts like a mirror 
to produce image current to support the current distribution on the conducting wire. 
For nowadays application, say GSM at 900 MHz，the required length of the straight 
radiating arm is about 83 mm, which is too long and undesirable for handheld 
portable devices. Reducing physical size of monopole antenna is necessary. 
2.4.1 Inverted-L/F and Planar Inverted-F Antenna 
Bending the straight wire is a way to lower the profile of a monopole antenna. 
By keeping the length of the XjA long wire unchanged, a portion of the wire is bent 
such that it is parallel to the ground plane (Fig. 2.1) [11]. It is known as inverted-L 
antenna (ILA). Here, the vertical portion, h, defines the antenna's height. Both 
simulation and experimental studies show that reducing h lowers the input resistance, 
Ri„, of ILA at its first resonant frequency [12] [13]. From Fig. 2.2b, Ri„ increases from 
3Q. for h=5mm (« 0.036；1) to 3 7 . m for h=35mm (« 0.252 )• For small h, Ri„ is too 




Surface ^^ ' 
Fig. 2.1 - Configuration of an L-shape monopole antenna (or inverted-L antenna) (Fig. 1 of [11]) 
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(b) 
Fig. 2. 2 - (a) Geometry of a bent monopole antenna in the simulation study in [12]; 
(b) Input impedance for varying h (in mm), where h+l are kept 35inm [12]. 
Resonant frequency for the configuration /j+/=35mm is about 2.14GHz. 
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In order to achieve good matching, a shorting pin is added close to the vertical 
portion of an ILA (Fig. 2.3a). This forms an inverted-F antenna (IFA). By observing 
the input impedance of the IF A in Fig. 2.3b, the shorting element adds another 
parallel resonance at about 2 GHz. Resonant frequency (ft) roughly follows the rule 
h + d + l ^ A/4, where A = c/ f � . . 
-d^ 30 Z 
(a) 
0.0: R X 
5(X) 1 j I 5.0: R X 
a / \ 3.0: R A' 
$ 250- / / \ 2 . 0 : - - + - - - X 
霞 Z 
I -250 - / t . / 
-500 4——‘——.——‘——1——‘”M‘——. 
2.0: R X 
1,5: - - •“ R X 
5()0 -1 I I 10: R X 
. / ，：——R —又 
H ‘ 乂 X：::.. 
I 0 •。二:•^、势 p / 
i -250 - ‘‘ / ； . / -500 H——•——I——•——I——‘M.——I 
1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency. Gliz 
(b) 
Fig. 2.3 - (a) Geometry of the IFA investigated in [12]; 
(b) Input impedance for varying d (in mm) while h=5mm and /=30mm [12]. 
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Replacing the thin-wire radiating arm with a planar patch is a common 
technique to broaden bandwidth of ILA and IF A [14], It is known as planar inverted-
L/F antenna (PILA/PIFA). Structure of a typical PIFA is shown in Fig. 2.4. Detailed 
investigation to the change of bandwidth due to patch dimensions is given in Fig. 2.5 
and 2.6. 
^ ^ g r o u n d p l a n e 
planar e l e m e n t -•矢 W r ^ ^ 
s h o r t - c i r c u i t p i a t e ' � 
/ 
I X 
TEIVl t ransmiss ion l ine 
Fig. 1.4 - Structure of a typical PIFA [14] 
10 j 1 1 1 r ry 
5 8 —— / _ 
0 1 1 I I I 
0 0.01 0.02 0,03 ” 0.04 0.05 0 .06 
H / X o 
Fig. 2.5 - Bandwidth of the PIFA in Fig. 2.4 when short-circuit plate width is equal toly [14]. 
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0' ‘ ‘ 1 1 1 
0 0 .01 0.02 0.03 0 .04 0.05 0 .05 
H/Ao 
Fig. 2.6- Bandwidth of the PIFA in Fig. 2.4 when short-circuit plate width is narrower thanZ,； [14]. 
Followings summarize properties of the PEFA in Fig. 2.4 [12]. 
• The greater the height H, the broader is the bandwidth, and the lower is the 
resonant frequency. 
• The greater the ratio JV/L� is (<1), the higher is the resonant frequency, and 
the broader is the bandwidth. 
• The greater the ratio of W/L2, the lower is the resonant frequency, and the 
broader is the bandwidth. 
• The locations of feed point and shorting strip, as well as the width W of the 
shorting strip, control the radiation polarization characteristics. 
Moreover, resonant frequency of the configuration in Fig. 2.4 can roughly be 
expressed by eq. 2.15 and 2.16 [14], that the resonant length « A/4. 
X W ^ L , (2.15) 
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fr = - 7 - 7 - T ！^ « 0 (a shorting pin) (2.16) 
2.4.2 Dual-band PIFA 
Conventional PIFA (Fig. 2.4) has only one patch to provide resonance at a 
single frequency. With similar concept, the dual-band operation can be obtained by 
adding more resonant patches [5]. An example demonstrating the concept is given 
below. 
In this example, simulations were run on a commercial software package, 
Zeland IE3D v. 12 [15]. Antenna patch is placed 11 mm above a ground plane of 40 x 
2 • 
100 mm size. All metal plates, including ground plane and antenna patch, are 0.02 
mm thick. Vacuum {Sr = 1) is used as antenna substrate. The vertical feeding and 
shorting patch are 1 mm wide and placed 3 mm from each other. Fig. 2.7a shows the 
configuration of an antenna patch resonates at 933 MHz while Fig. 2.7b shows the 
configuration of an antenna patch resonates at 1859 MHz. Patch lengths of them are 
both » /1/4 (87 mm for the model in Fig. 2.7a and 35 mm for the model in Fig. 2.7b). 
Configuration in Fig. 2.7c is the combination of them. It gives resonant frequencies 
at 933 and 1799 MHz. Return losses of them can be found in Fig. 2.8. 
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Fig. 1.1 - Formation of dual-band PIFA from two single-band PIFAs (unit: mm); (a) Antenna patch 
resonates at 933 MHz; (b) Antenna patch resonates at 1859 MHz; (c) Antenna patch formed by 
combing those in (a) and (c); (d) Side view of the antenna. 
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Fig. 2. 8 - Return losses of PIFAs shown in Fig. 2.7 
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2.4.3 Discussion on miniaturization of mobile phone antenna 
2.4.3.1 Patch bending and meandered structure 
For the PIFA configuration shown in Fig. 2.4, from eq. 2.15，the required total 
patch length (L2 + H) for 900 MHz operation is about 83 mm, which is too long to be 
integrated as internal antenna for a mobile phone. As shown in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.9, 
bending the patch into C-shape helps to halve the planar length. Further bending is 
also possible. By forming the meandered structure, the planar length can be further 
reduced [16] [17]. However, coupling effect between meander sections in densely 
meandered line lengthens the required length of monopole antenna [18]. Care should 
be taken when applying meandered structure in antenna design. 
2.4.3.2 Improvement of antenna bandwidth by adding parasitic elements 
Results given in Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 show that decreasing antenna height trades the 
PIFA's bandwidth. Therefore, it is necessary to broaden antenna's bandwidth at the 
same time when decreasing the height. 
The most straightforward way to broaden the bandwidth of a passive device is 
to excite two or multiple adjacent resonances within the operating frequency range 
simultaneously. Adding parasitic elements is of this kind, and commonly found in 
microstrip antennas (MSA) [19] and PIFAs [5][17] for bandwidth improvement. As 
ILAs, IF As and MSAs are all regarded as open-ended transmission-line type 
antennas [11][12], bandwidth improvement techniques found in them can be shared. 
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An example can be found in [5]. The PIFA with original configuration (Fig. 
2.9a) resonates in both PGSM and DCS bands (Fig. 2.9c). Obviously, the parasitic 
element (Fig. 2.9b) introduces a resonance near 1.95 GHz, which broadens 
bandwidth in 1800 MHz band, so that both DCS and PCS band are covered (Fig. 
2.9d). 
Feeding ^ O ^ Shorting 
Shorting Pin Pin 
(a) (b) 
O P V � 
-5 — — • — . 丄 十 + 汁 ： � ； 25。 
？ ^ ；/ 1 / - 5 — l / f - — 200 
——r-T一一一一丄一一r-frr- « ： / • ； . 
： y iMobile I I � � 一 一 4 卞 乙 一 ^ .00 
-15 飞T with caMig T ； / c ； •] \ 
i； VK-ithout casing * , ；1: : | » 
0,7 0,9 1,1 1.3 �,5 1,7 1,9 2,1 -%’6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1.6 1,8 2 2,2 
f [ G f k ] f [ G H z ] 
(C) � 
Fig. 2 .9 - Effect of adding parasitic element on a PIFA [5]; Antenna configuration (a) before and (b) 
after adding parasitic element; (c) and (d) are return losses of the PIFA (a) before and (b) after adding 
parasitic element (the dark solid lines) respectively [5], 
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2.4.3.3 Moving antenna patch/element outside PCB area 
Evolution of PIFA starts from the prototype shown in Fig. 2.4. The antenna 
patch is placed at some distance above an infinitely large ground plane. In mobile 
phone application, however, ground plane (or the PCB) is no longer infinitely large, 
but a finite size with the width 35 to 40 mm and length 80 to 110 mm. Antenna 
design can be done by paying attention to the space outside the ground plane area. 
Knowing the fact that larger antenna-ground separation, which is defined by 
antenna height in previous sections, helps broadening antenna's bandwidth, one can 
also improve bandwidth by moving the antenna patch away from the top edge of the 
ground plane without increasing the antenna height (Fig. 2.10a-c) [20]. In other 
words, if one insists on reducing the antenna height, bandwidth of the antenna can be 
maintained by increasing the antenna-ground separation longitudinally (Fig. 2.10b-c) 
or placing antenna patch (or module) and the ground plane on the same surface (Fig. 
2.10d-e). [21] and [22] are some examples (Fig. 2.11). All these methods help to 
increase the effective antenna-ground separation, so that the desired bandwidth can 
be maintained in a thinner configuration. 
A n t e n n a p a t c h 
F e e d i n g & , 
short ing pin ^ G r o u n d p l a n e 
( b ) ( C ) 
/Vnt6 门门 a m o d u l e 
patch G r o u n d p lane 
Jd) (e) 
Fig. 2.10 - Miniaturization technique by moving antenna patch away from ground plane. 
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(a) (b) (top view) 
Fig. 2.11 - Antenna configurations utilizing the space outside ground area, (a) [21], (b) [22]. 
2.5 Ground plane effect of mobile phone antenna 
The influence of finite-size ground plane to the performance of monopole 
antenna and PIFA has been noticed for years [23][24]. All antenna parameters, 
including impedance, resonant frequency, bandwidth, radiation efficiency and 
radiation pattern, are functions of the ground plane size [25]. 
2.5.1 Optimal location to excite antenna over a finite ground plane 
Recent studies show that maximum impedance bandwidth and radiation 
efficiency can be obtained if the PIFA antenna patch is placed and excited at the 
comer of the finite-size ground plane, regardless of the operating frequency [20] [26] 
[27]. 
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2.5.2 Dependence of resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth on ground 
plane length 
Although the design principles developed based on infinite ground plane 
(section 2.3.1) applies for PIFA with large ground plane, ground plane in the size of 
typical mobile phone (about 40x1 OOnW) has significant effect on both antenna's 
resonant frequency and bandwidth. A simulation study has been done to illustrate the 
dependence of resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth of the antenna on the 
length of ground plane. 
Two conventional PIFA models were built in IE3D. Resonant frequencies of 
them were tuned to be 900 MHz and 1800 MHz respectively for the ground plane 
being 40 x 100 mm^ in size (Fig. 2.12). The planar patch is placed 11 mm above the 
ground plane, and the port spacing of signal feed is 1 mm (Fig. 2.12a). Feeding and 
shorting pins are 1 mm wide and placed 3 mm from each other. The ground plane 
length (L) were swept from 0.2/1 to U (i.e.: 70<L<300inm for the 900 MHz model 
and 30 <L < 150 mm for the 1800 MHz model). The change of resonant frequency 
and 6-dB impedance bandwidth are plotted in Fig. 2.13. It can be seen that: 
• There are sharp changes in resonant frequency for L ~ 0.4义(L = 133 mm for 
900 MHz model andL = 67 mm for 1800 MHz model) andZ~ 0.9X (L = 300 
mm for 900 MHz and L = 150 mm for 1800 MHz) in the two models (Fig. 
2.13a-b). 
• Impedance bandwidths of the models for L ~ OAX and L ~ 0.9/1 are the 
maximum. 
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• Significant change in bandwidth is observed in the range of 80 <Z < 120 for 
the 900 MHz model (Fig. 2.13c). 
These results agree with those reported in [5], [20] and [26]. 
(a) 
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(b) (c) 
Fig. 2.12 - Configuration of the investigated antenna models (unit: nun); (a) Overview of the antenna; 
Antenna patch for antenna resonating at (a) 900 MHz and (c) 1800 MHz. 
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Fig. 2.13 - Dependence of resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth on the ground plane length 
(I) for � the 900 MHz model and (b) the 1800 MHz model shown in Fig. 2.12. Ground plane length 
is normalized to the wavelength, where X = c/fr a n d , is the resonant frequency of the antenna model 
for that L\ (c) shows the dependences of bandwidth in range 80 <Z < 120 mm. 
Current distributions on the ground planes of the 900 MHz and 1800 MHz 
model at their resonant frequencies are plotted in Fig. 2.14a and 2.14b respectively. 
Two modes of current can be observed. One concentrates on the top edge comer 
close to antenna's feeding and shorting pins. The other distributes over the whole 
ground plane, and demonstrates a sine-wave-like distribution. Fig. 2.15a and 2.15b 
are their radiation patterns. 
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Another two current distributions of the 1800 MHz model are plotted in Fig. 
2.16. The ground plane lengths, here, are adjusted to L = 0.39/1 and L ~ 0.85/1 
respectively in order to keep them resonating. Their resonant frequencies are 
respectively 1782 and 1732 MHz. The sinusoidal current distributions of 1/2 and 1 
cycle can be observed in Fig. 2.16a and 2.16b respectively, which are similar to the 
current distributions of a resonating dipole antenna. It can be claimed that resonance 
of ground plane occurs in the 1800 MHz model for L ~ 0.392 and L ~ 0.85丄 This is 
supported by the fact that the first and the second resonance of a simple dipole 
antenna occurs also when its physical length is < 0.5义 and < X, and as the dipole 
thickness increases, the length must further be shortened to obtain resonance [26] [3]. 
The radiation patterns obtained in Fig. 2.17 justify this claim. 
In Fig. 2.13a-b, it is also worth noting that there are significant change in both 
bandwidth and resonant frequency for L ~ 0.4义 and L ~ 0.9/1，where ground plane 
resonance occurs (Fig. 2.16). For resonance at 900 MHz，as L = 100 mm ~ 0.32, 
which is close to 0.41，antenna performance is largely governed by the resonance of 
ground plane. In this case, bandwidth is very sensitive to the ground plane length 
(Fig. 2.13c), and a dipole-like radiation pattern (Fig. 2.15a) is resulted. For resonance 
at 1800 MHz, L = 100 mm ~ 0.6A. The length is neither close to OAX nor 0.9X. The 
bandwidth influence from the ground plane is, thus, less significant (Fig. 2.13c). The 
radiation pattern (Fig. 2.15b) also does not show any feature found in radiation 
pattern of dipole antenna. From this observation, we can conclude that, for the ease 
of PIFA design, the ground plane length should be kept about OM because one may 
focus on designing the antenna patch without considering the ground plane effect. 
However, bandwidth of the PIFA could be narrow because the resonance of ground 
plane is not utilized. 
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Fig. 2.14 - Normalized average current density distributions on the ground plane of the (a) 900 MHz 
and (b) 1800 MHz antenna model shown in Fig. 2.12 at their resonant frequency for 丄=100 mm. 
The results are normalized to 3 A/m. 
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Fig. 2.15 - Radiation pattern (£",�,) of the (a) 900 MHz and (b) 1800 MHz antenna model shown in Fig. 
2.12 in y-z plane. Both are plotted at the antennas' resonant frequencies 
(i.e.: 900 and 1800 MHz respectively). 
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Fig. 2.16 - Normalized average cuixent density distribution on the ground plane of the 1800 MHz 
antenna model shown in Fig. 2.12c for (a) I = 65 mm (Z = 0.39?i) and (b) Z = 148 mm {L = 0.85X). 
The results are normalized to 3 A/m. 
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Fig. 2.17 - Radiation pattern iJE,。；) of the (a) 900 MHz and (b) 1800 MHz antenna model shown in Fig. 
2.12c in y-z plane for (a) I = 65 mm (I = 0.39X) and (b) Z = 148 mm (Z, = 0.85X). Both are plotted at 
the antennas' resonant frequency (i.e.: 1782 and 1732 MHz respectively). 
2.5.3 Dual-resonator model for mobile phone antenna 
Results shown in Fig. 2.13 indicate that both bandwidth and resonant frequency 
of the mobile phone antenna are closely related to the ground plane, and two obvious 
current modes can be seen on the ground plane when the antenna resonates (Fig. 2.14 
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and 2.16). More interestingly, largest bandwidth can be obtained when the ground 
plane resonates (Fig. 2.13a-b). Impedance performance associated with all these 
phenomena can be modeled by a dual-resonator model (Fig. 2.18) suggested in [20]. 
C2 
7 HrA 1 : N2 
R e s o n a t o r 1 R e s o n a t o r 2 
Fig. 2.18 - Dual-resonator model for mobile phone antenna [20]. 
Resonators 1 and 2 model the two dominant resonance wavemodes coming 
from the antenna element and the ground plane respectively. Besides contributing to 
resonance, the antenna element serves as a coupler to excite the ground plane. 
Therefore, the two resonators are connected by a transformer, characterized by turn 
ratio \:N2. The first transformer with turn ratio N):\ models the coupling between 
feeding structure and antenna element. Note that this dual-resonator model applies to 
a band of frequency only, i.e.: either 900 MHz range (E- and P-GSM band) or 1800 
MHz range (DCS and DCS band). Component values obtained for the same dual-
band antenna in two different bands are totally different. Moreover, this circuit 
model can simulate the impedance performance only. It does not provide any 
information about the radiation performance of the antenna. 
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Input impedance (Z/„) of the model is expressed by: 
Z - 拉 
一 1 
= ^ 謂 
G. iH-ya - - ^ L _ _ N _ _ _ 
L —� 
L ^ J j 
，where g； and Q2 are the unloaded quality factors of Resonators 1 and 2 respectively, 




二 略‘ 二 1 
The formulation (eq. 2.17) indicates that the impedance of the circuit depends 
on resonant frequencies (/} and力)，unloaded Q's of the resonators {Qi and Q2) and 
the couplings {Ni and N2). 
Intensive studies on this circuit model show that dual-resonance phenomenon 
occurs when f j and力 are close, and maximum impedance bandwidth can be achieved 
when f i = f 2 [28][29]. This agrees with the observations made in Fig. 2.13a and 2.13b, 
where tuning the ground plane length is equivalent to tuning力 of Resonator 2. 
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Although the approximate values of /；, fz, Qi and Q2 are given in [20]， 
determination methods of the values are not justified. In [29] and [30], it is suggested 
to find f2 and Q2 by exciting a pure ground plane with a co-polarized incident plane 
wave. However, the relationship between Fz,o and the resonator model (eq. 12 of [29] 
and eq. 16 of [28]) is not justified. Therefore, simulation studies are done to verify 
the circuit model, and find out the approximate values of Qi and Q2 by optimization. 
Input impedances of five measured and simulated models (Table 2.1 and Fig. 
2.19) are imported into Agilent Advanced Design System 2006A (ADS) [31] as 
optimization goals.力，力，Qi, Q2, Nj and N2 of the dual-resonator model are optimized, 
so that the input impedances are nearest to the imported models within the 6-dB 
bandwidth frequency range. As stated in [20] and [28]，this dual-resonator model 
does not account for the additional phase shift introduced by the feeding structure, a 
section of ideal transmission line with finite phase shift is inserted to compensate the 
effect (Fig. 2.20). The optimized results are listed in Table 2.2. The summary is as 
follows: 
• Optimized impedances agree with the imported models within the intended 
band (Fig. 2.21)". 
• QI > Qi- This agrees with that suggested in [20] and [28]. 
• Optimized values of Qi and Qi are larger than those suggested in [20] and 
[29]. 
“ Note that only optimized impedance of Model A is shown. Since optimized impedances of Model 
B-E show similar agreement, they are not shown here. 
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The dual-resonator model shown in Fig. 2.18 is verified by running 
optimization in ADS. The fact that Qi > Q2 implies the antenna element is a narrow-
band structure while the ground plane is relatively wide-band for conventional 
mobile phone antennas. The concept may further be extended to antenna design. By 
appropriately exciting the ground plane wavemode, the antenna can achieve wide 
enough bandwidth in desired bands without putting too much effort on designing the 
structure of the antenna element [32]. 
, - J , T Ant. thickness Resonant freq. Ground Model Type , � . , . Picture 二 (mm) (MHz) plane size 
A 5 917 1808 40 x 95 Fig. 2.19a 
Measured 2 
B 8 910 1794 mm Fig. 2.19b 
C 10 915 1786 Fig. 2.19c 
d " — — i T 9-0�—N—/:-— 40x 100 
(IbiD) mm^ 
E 11 N/A 1800 Fig. 2.12c 
Table 2.1 - Five mobile phone antenna models imported into ADS for comparison and optimization. 
(a) Model A (b) Model B 
(c) Model C 
Fig. 2.19 - Overview of models described in Table 2.1. 
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Fig. 2. 20 - Dual-resonator model built in ADS for optimization. A section of ideal transmission line is 
inserted between input port and the first transformer to model the phase shift introduced by antenna's 
feeding structure. 
Model h v = t i n g (•力 | ^^ U J ^ ^^ 
___A_ —_ PGSM 934.608 922.106 479.674 18.1986 9.6095 1.96535 
B PGSM 912.743 909.989 497.854 13.9349 5.10758 0.83001 
C PGSM 951.044 915.36 117.198 13.1548 8.68014 1.41032 
D PGSM 935.358 900.788 110.512 12.4647 9.65063 2.05703 
A DCS 1905.89 1803.75 101.044 11.0534 8.18924 2.87462 
B DCS 1785.82 1783.6 624.055 7.53173 8.57663 2.82019 
C_ DCS 1805.09 1787.27 134.178 15.1761 7.14615 1.62877 
E DCS 1830.39 1798.62 136.834 10.7141 4.8232 1.95122 
Table 2.2 - Optimized values ofy}，力，Q], Q� ,N j and N2 of the dual-resonator model for models 
described in Table 2.1. 
^ ^ Imported Zm ^^^ 
綱腾 
(a) 700 - 1100 MHz (b) 1600 - 2000 MHz 
Fig. 2. 21 - Comparison between optimized and imported input impedances of Model A. 
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2.6 Summary 
Fundamental limitations of small antennas are reviewed in this chapter. It is 
analytically proved that antenna size limits the bandwidth and efficiency 
performance of a small antenna. Moreover, impedance properties and evolution of 
conventional mobile phone antennas, PIFA, have been discussed. Antenna-ground 
separation and ground plane effect are critical factors in the miniaturization of bar-
type mobile phone antenna. It is found that resonance of mobile phone antenna is 
contributed by both the antenna element and the ground plane. The dual-resonator 
model suggested in [20] is appropriate to characterize the impedance performance of 
mobile phone antennas. Part of the topics discussed in this chapter is used as design 
guidelines for the proposed rolled antenna design in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 
A Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna for Dual-band Mobile Phones 
3.1 Introduction 
With the rapid growth of wireless communications, there is a great demand for 
slim and compact sized mobile phones. Planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) has been 
the dominant internal antenna configuration used in mobile phones for many years. 
For a conventional PIFA, the antenna patch needs to be placed at a certain distance 
above the PCB ground in order to maintain a sufficient efficiency (so as antenna gain) 
and bandwidth (section 2.3 and 2.4). However, a large distance between the antenna 
patch and ground limits the reduction of the thickness of a phone. Therefore, it is 
desirable to study new antenna configurations that can not only provide sufficient 
antenna gain and bandwidth, but also are compact in size, as discussed in section 
2.4.3.3. Patch antenna with rolled structure is one of the solutions because it can not 
only reduce overall volume occupied by the antenna element, the large parasitic 
coupling between patch elements can potentially provide large bandwidth. 
In this chapter, a compact Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna for Dual-
band Mobile Phones (MRIFA) is proposed. Return loss, impedance bandwidth, 
radiation pattern, (maximum) gain and radiation efficiencies of the proposed design 
are simulated, studied, and measured 
1 Please refer to section 2.2 for definitions of these parameters. 
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In order to know whether the proposed MRIFA is a good candidate for mobile 
phone applications, it is compared with a PIFA (section 3.3.4). Comparison will be 
focused on impedance bandwidth, maximum antenna gain and radiation efficiency. 
The proposed MRIFA was also integrated into a mobile phone to investigate its 
real performance in mobile phone (section 3.4). In this part, we focus on antenna 
gain and total efficiency of the mobile phone. The same set of measurements was 
done on a commercially available mobile phone，Nokia 6300. Comparison with 
Nokia 6300 is made to see whether performance of the MRIFA meets commercial 
product requirement. 
3.2 Literature review on rolled antennas 
Rolled antenna for GSM/DCS dual-band applications was first reported in [1], 
.The proposed antenna element is formed by rolling a planar patch as shown in Fig. 
3.1a. Size of ground plane is 70 x 100 n W . It successfully achieves a low-profile 
structure with an overall height of 6mm. Measured antenna gain can go up to 2.2 and 
3 dBi in PGSM and DCS band respectively (Fig. 3.2). 
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Fig. 3. 1 — Overall configuration of rolled antenna proposed in [1] 
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Fig. 3. 2 - Maximum gain of rolled antenna proposed in [1] in GSM and DCS band. 
In addition to [1], spirally rolled structure was adopted in monopole antenna 
design to achieve wide bandwidth in Ultra-wideband (UWB) applications (Fig. 3.3 
and Fig. 3.4) [2][3]. The antenna structure further utilizes available volume to 
introduce strong coupling between thin conductor layers. Parasitic capacitance is 
developed between layers while the spirally rolled patch introduces parasitic 
inductance. They altogether result in resonance in a wideband of frequency. 
Particularly, 71% of relative bandwidth (1.12-2.36 GHz) for VSWR < 2 is achieved 
in the design shown in Fig. 3.3. On the other hand. Fig. 3.5 shows that return loss of 
design shown in Fig. 3.4 is very sensitive to the radius of the roll. 
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Fig. 3.3 — Overall configuration of rolled monopole proposed in [2], where H = 55mm, g = 1mm, 
r職=5.5mm’ r�= 4ram, a = 0.5�/360° and 0° S 900°. Monopole is vertically mounted at the 
centre of a 320 x 320mm^ ground plane. 
(g^ ^^^ 
Fig. 3. 4 - Overall configuration of rolled monopole proposed in [3], where g = lOOmm’^ ^ = 1.3 mm, 
X = 3.3 mm, wl = 30mm, w2 = 9mm, r2 = rl - A ram, r3 = rl - 5.5 mm, r4 = rl -1 mm and 
r5 = rJ - 8.5 mm. Overall height = 14.1mm for rl = 9.5nini. 
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Fig. 3.5 — Measured return loss of the design shown in Fig. 3.4 
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With similar concepts, even a smaller rolled antenna was developed for 
Japanese 3G system [4] (Fig. 3.6a). The design is done with the Genetic Algorithm 
(GA), known as maze generation algorithm, developed by the authors. Size of the 
antenna element is less than 14 x 4 x 4 m m � � a n d planar size of the ground plane is 
about 39 X 88 mm with respect to frequency of 850 MHz (k = 353 mm). Unrolled 
antenna patch pattern is shown in Fig. 3.6b. As shown in Fig. 3.7b, 6-dB impedance 
bandwidth as wide as 36.1% is achieved at higher band (1.7 - 2.45 GHz). 
Unfortunately, antenna substrate and radiation performance of the design are not 
discussed in [4], 
Feed 0.04 A C l ^ ^ ^ 
— c： DO： i j y i i i D a j j f p y y j - s ^ j J o p 
ttlJ CltJ ： OZpXD fctn 1'1'['1'{'['1'11'1 • • • D D 
\ T f i m i 二 in ： cnnxi r m : c n ^ x m 
Short Ijement ^ ^ g ^ J ^ ^ 
Ground 以 c::±po±l:: : g n t r : c r d n i m d ^ q 
plane - ^ ： ^ ： ^ ： W ： P ： ^ 0 ： 
0.11 A feed short 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 . 6 - (a) Overall configuration of rolled antenna proposed in [4], where X, here, is believed to be 
850 MHz (it is not stated clearly in the paper); (b) Unrolled antenna patch pattern in final 
configuration (detailed dimensions and meaning of the colours is not given in [4]). 
T ^ I 0 r-sr~"~T"- r~-i 0 
； F e e d (k=19)丨 一 2 — 厂 \ T一2 
I V , s -4- \ _4 
r 购 s j i 
i^ ^^Skr !^ �.7 1 .1� IJ? 2.3 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 .7 - (a) Dimension of antenna element (sideview); (b) measured return loss of the final 
configuration as shown as Fig. 3.6, where = 0.6mm, d = 0.6mm，no. of turns = 3.7 and r=4inm. 
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Above designs are either a monopole antenna for single broad band application 
[2,3] or only use a single layer rolled structure with a long and complicated shorting 
structure [1]. The rolled antenna proposed in [4] is designed by optimization without 
having physical insight. More importantly, none of these works shows their actual 
radiation performance in a mobile phone. In this chapter, a compact Multilayeredly 
Rolled Inverted-F Antenna (MRIFA) is proposed for dual-band mobile phones. The 
design is made based on above concepts, but feeding and shorting structures are 
improved, so that the MRIFA can be fed easily by microstrip line (Fig. 3.11). 
3.3 Proposed MRIFA 
3.3.1 Antenna configuration 
Fig. 3.8 shows overall configuration of proposed design. Fig. 3.9 shows the 
planar layout and the dimension of the unrolled antenna element. The antenna metal 
traces are then stuck on a piece of paper substrate (Sr ~ 2.68069 and loss tangent ~ 
0.12732 at 2.5 GHz ") with the size 40 x 25 x 0.3 mml The substrate is then rolled to 
form a MRIFA. 
“ Xerox A4-size paper (white in colour; 75 g/m^ in weight; 0.1 mm thick per sheet) was chosen as 
substrate sample. Electrical properties of paper substrate are evaluated with a Split post dielectric 
resonator (Ref: J. Krupka, R. N. Clarke and O. C. Rochard, "Split post dielectric resonator 
technique for precise measurements of laminar dielectric specimens measurement uncertainties," 
MIKON-2000, vol.1, 2000, pp. 305-308). 
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It can be seen from Fig. 3.9 that the MRIFA antenna element contains two 
radiating and three parasitic elements. The longer patch, in reversed C shape, 
resonates in the PGSM band, whereas the shorter one, in inverted-L shape, resonates 
in the DCS band. Thickness of the paper substrate is 0.3 mm. Such a thin separation 
between the metal trace layers increases the capacitive coupling between the 
radiating and the parasitic elements, and provides large bandwidths in the two 
desired bands. 
Fig. 3.10 shows the placement of the MRIFA on a PCB. The MRIFA is 
horizontally placed on the top edge of the ground plane and is d mm away from the 
ground edge. Instead of adopting the complicated feeding and shorting pins used in 
[1] and [4], they are intentionally designed right at the bottom of the MRIFA, so that 
the antenna can be fed easily by microstrip line (Fig. 3.10). 
A double-layer Printed Circuit Board (PCB) designed for the MRIFA (Fig. 
3.10). The size of it is 40 x 100 x 0.8 mm�，which is a suitable size to simulate the 
fy 
chassis of a mobile phone. Planar size of the PCB ground is 40 x 95 mm . Upper and 
bottom layer are connected by through-hole vias. The dimensions of the feed strip 
are tuned to form a 5011 transmission line in CST Microwave Studio (MWS) (Fig. 
3.11). To simplify the simulation model, through-hole vias are modeled by shorting 
walls in CST MWS. Copper, with conductivity = 5.8x10^ S/m，is the conductor 
material of the 2 metal layers and shorting walls. Port! simulates RF signal source. 
Port2 is terminated by a 50^ load. Simulation results show that the feed strip 
matches to 50f2 in both 900 and 1800 MHz bands (Fig. 3.12). 
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jgl^ MRIFA 爹资 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 8 - Overall configuration of proposed design, (a) Top view; (b) bottom view. 
The red cone in (a) indicates the location of signal feed. 
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」:_ I "IT 1 mm i」： _ 
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Fig. 3. 9 — Antenna patch pattern (unrolled) of the proposed design. All slits are 1 mm wide. 
MRIFA (dotted line) 
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」 U son feed strip P C B J F R T 
/ (width: 1.6 m m ) P C B ( F R « 4 ) 
乂 Feed g a p 
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(connected to bottom layer by vias) 
Fig. 3.10 - Upper layer of PCB, feeding structure and placement of proposed RJFA 
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^ ^ ^ ” ” V 减,if “ "？ 
Fig. 3.11 - Simulation model of antenna PCB in CST MWS 
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Fig. 3.12 - Simulation results ofstripline on antenna PCB. Top - \Sn\ (dB); Bottom - {SJJI (dB) 
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3.3.2 Simulation studies 
3.3.2.1 The simulation model 
A simulation model of the proposed MRIFA is built in CST MWS. It consists of 
the PCB and the MRIFA antenna element. Exact 3-dimentional (3D) structure of the 
PCB, as described in section 3.3.1，is built by user-interface of CST MWS directly. 
The rolled structure is constructed by the transforming coordinates of points 
describing a planar patch (x,y) into coordinates of a 3D structure ( x y ' , z') by the 
transformation formulas eq. 3.1 - 3.4，where eq. 3.2 is known as Archimedes spiral 
formula. See also Fig. 3.13. 
； = 
1 ' = rcos(—90。） （3.1) 
y = r j cc<f) ior Q < (/> < (3. 2) 
y = rdcf) (3.3) 
0 
To discretize ^ , we let (f> = N/S.(f). Combining with eq. 3.2，eq. 3.3 becomes: 
y ^ Nr�+ a A ( f ) • + • tsxj) (3.4) 
L 2 _ 
，where a = -0.3/360° for 0.3 mm substrate thickness. It is found that simulation 
results converge for A^zJ ：^  6°. Therefore，A^z^ is set equal to 6° in all MRIFA 
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simulations. Then, N is solved for different y. Finally, coordinates of the 3D structure 
can be found by eq. 3.1. The resulted 3D coordinates { x y z ' ) are then exported for 
constructing the antenna element in CST MWS. 
1  I / f ^ 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.13 - Definitions of coordinate axes (a) before and (b) after transformation. 
It is also found that return loss of the proposed design is sensitive to the tiling 
angle of the antenna element {0). The simulation model allows setting the tiling of 
the antenna element. Q is defined as shown in Fig. 3.14. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.14 - Definition of tiling angle (9) in the simulation model, (a) 6 = 0° (b)0 = 20° 
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3.3.2.2 Parameter study 
The changes of resonant frequency, impedance bandwidth and radiation 
efficiency due to the MRIFA's geometrical dimension are investigated in this section. 
Parameters to be studied are: ro, L!, L2, d (unit: mm) and 6 (unit: degree). Please refer 
to Fig. 3.9，3.10 and 3.14 for their definitions. In each parameter sweep, some 
parameters are fixed, and their values are listed in the table above the simulated 
result. The effect due to the absence of parasitic elements is also studied. 
A summary of the simulation results will be given in section 3.3.2.2.4. 
Simulated radiation patterns will be presented and discussed along with measured 
results in section 3.3.3. 
3.3.2.2.1 Resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth 
Return losses of the proposed MRIFA are simulated in order to find out the 
change of resonant frequency (/?•) and impedance bandwidth {BW) due to the 
investigated parameters. Frequency range that return loss < -6 dB is defined as 
impedance bandwidth (section 2.2.3). Simulated results can be found in Fig. 3.15 -
3.19. 
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_ Effect of ro (= 1.90，2.00，2.15, 2.30 mm) 
ro 0 Li L2 Ls L4 L5 d 
varied 0 12 22 7 5 2 5 
1140 r 16.00% 1840 r 16.00% 
1120 h 14.00% 1820 少.14.00% 
I 1100 12.00% I 呈,300 • 12.00% f 
二 .080 — ^ . 1 0 . 0 0 % I 圣 ‘ 10.00% I 
^ 1080 _^f r (MHz) - „ „„„ | 贫 1780 | , -• 8.00% c ^ Z .. 8.00% s 
I 1060 \ + B W ( % ) • • I H 1760 ^ 5 § \ -6.00% 5 g 7 --6.00% §! 
I -^:4.00% I I 1740 - - - - 丨 + fr(MHz)「--:.4.00% I 
1020 . 2 00% 1720---^ |-*-BW (%)“-:.,幌 
1000 -I 1 1 1 0.00% 1700 4- 1 , , 0.00% 
1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 
r® (mm) /"o (mm) 
⑷ （b) 
Fig. 3.15 - Change o f f r and BWof the proposed MRIFA with ro'. (a) lower band; (b) higher band. 
• Effect of tiling angle 6 (= -20, 0，20，25 deg) 
ro 6 Li L2 L3 L4 Ls d 
2.15 varied 12 22 7 5 2 5 
1050 -j 16.00% 1850 1 — p 16.00% 
--14.00% A — f r (MHz ) .. 14 00% 
1030 - - 妥 1830 » - B W (%) - g 
N- -- 12.00% ^ 1 J^ - • 12.00% ^ 
I 1 0 1 0 . : - - - 1 0 . 0 0 % | | 1810 - 10.00% | 
§ - - 8.00% I I 厂 8.00% I 
I 99。一 "---^^^--"-6.00% I I 1790 霞塞 
老 ?^\二-4.00% I i 
| - » - B W (%)| V . 2.00% 7 - • 2.00% 
950 -I , , , , ,——, , , — — 0 . 0 0 % 1750 ——,——,——,——, , ,——I 1 — — 0 . 0 0 % 
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
0 (•) e n 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 .16- Change of / , and 經 of the proposed MRIFA with 0: (a) lower band; (b) higher band. 
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• Effect of patch length h (= 10 - 14 mm). 
ro 0 L] Z>2 L3 L4 Ls d 
10 5 7 
2.15 25 I 22 丨 I 2 5 
14 9 3 
1040 1 16.00% 1850 16.00% 
1020 14.00% ^ 1800 14.00% 冬 
？ •. 12.00% ^  N- \ • 12.00% ^ 
i 1000 - - - =5 i 1750 i 、- -,- i 
- “ • 1�.°0% I 1700 __ _ _ - 10.00% I 
I" 980 rrrr-ia-^ 8.00% | E \ 8.00% | 
0) 1650 "N： <u 
i 960 I § _ \ -6黑 I 
S --4.00% I iS 1600.-- V . - 4.00% g 
-^BWW 1咖…+BW(%) .2 撥。 
920 , , , 0.00% 1500 , , , 0.00% 
10 11 12 13 14 10 11 12 13 14 
Lf (mm) L, (mm) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.17 - Change of/ , and BWof the proposed MRIFA with Lj： (a) lower band; (b) higher band. 
Patch size is fixed to 40 x 25 ram^. 
• Effect of patch length A? (= 19 � 2 3 mm) 
ro 0 L] L2 L3 L4 Ls d 
19 2 5 
2.15 25 12 I 7 I I 5 
23 6 1 
1060 r- 16.00% 1900 -T 16.00% 
-.14 00% ,„„„ X -- 14.00% _ 
^ _ 1880--X-
£ -• 12.00% r I \ -• 12.00% -
I 1020 丨 ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^^ -^CC；：：：^  . 10.00% I 5 I860 - 1 0 . 0 0 % | 
I" 1000 8.00% I ® 1840 ‘ -\ 8.00% | 
1 980 - X . -.6 黑 I 1 1820 拠 f 
I |^f r (MHz)| V .4.00% I | . 4.00% g 960 - - • ——^ 1800 - - -^fr (MHz) ——- � 
|-»-BW (%)[ 、 • 2.00% -m-BW(%) : 2.00% 
940 J 1 , 1 0.00% 1780 -j , , , 0.00% 
19 20 21 22 23 19 20 21 22 23 
Li (mm) Lj (mm) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.18 - Change oifr and 經 of the proposed MRIFA with Z,^ : (a) lower band; (b) higher band. 
Patch size is fixed to 40 x 25 mm .^ 
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• Effect of antenna-ground separation d (= 1, 3.5, 5 mm) 
ro 6 Li Lj Li L4 L5 d 
2.15 25 12 22 7 5 2 varied 
960 -jr 16.00% 1880 16.00% 
940 • 14.00% 1860 • • 14.00% 
？ 920 -y^--：• 12 皿 I £ 1840 - 二 I 
各 J • 10.00% I --10.00% I cr 900 •y^ - “,；^ f d- 1820 -- f 
I Z ^ ^ - .8.00% I S - .8.00% I 
g 880 tt) C 1800 « 
I -• 6.00% I I --6.00% I 
I 8 6 0 , p ^ - ^ -:.4.00% I I -..4.00O/O 1 
840.^- :. 2 00% 1760 --. 2 00% 
~»~BW(。/。) - » - B W (%) 
820 , , 1 0.00% 1740 , 1 , 0.00% 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 d (mm) d (mm) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.19 - Change o f f r and BWof the proposed MRIFA with d: (a) lower band; (b) higher band. 
3.3.2.2.2 Radiation efficiency 
The change of radiation efficiency due to antenna-ground separation {d) is 
investigated. It also serves as a verification of eq. 2.12. 
ro 9 Li L2 L3 L4 Ls d 
2.15 25 12 22 7 5 2 varied 
80.00% 
70.00% • - -•_d = 1mm 
• — « — d = 3 . 5 m m 60.00% • - J^lhm^ -
i i T A - J k — d = 5 m m 
g 5 0 . 0 0 % — — V V 
14���% VV 
比 - 、 - ^ ^ ^ ^ - 兔 
鹿 
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Freq. (GHz) 
Fig. 3. 20 - Change of radiation efficiency of proposed MRIFA with antenna-ground separation {d). 
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3.3.2.2.3 The absence of the parasitic elements 
Two control models are built to test the effect due to the absence of parasitic 
elements. Fig. 3.21 shows the planar patterns of the unrolled patch patterns used in 
the two control models (Model B and C). Model A is the one shown in Fig. 3.9 with 
the parameters listed in Table 3.1; Model B is identical to Model A, except the 
absence of the 3 parasitic elements; The rectangular patch is filled up with copper in 
Model C. A 2 mm wide C-shape slot is added to partition the patch into two. 0 = 25° 
and d = 5 mm for all the 3 models. Again, resonant frequency (f,) and impedance 
bandwidth {BW) are studied this investigation. 
40 mm 40 mm 
N H K � l 
〒丨 關 f r 
I II , . \ / 
不 ^ 1 
7 mm ] \ 
25 mm y 25 mm ^ 3Smm ^ 7 訓 
I I -r \f T r I ^ 
9 mm 
7 mm 
丄 ~ 1|止 丄 l i 
p- ~I 汽 ^ ~I p 
3 Copper 3 Copper 
_ Paper _ Paper 
(a) - Model B (b) - Model C 
Fig. 3. 21 - Two control models for studying the effect of the 3 parasitic elements. 
1.02 12.0% 2.2 18.0% 
一 2 冗 - - Z - … = 
^0.98 —— \ V - 8.0% s ^ -12.0%$ 
§ 0,96 ——-X- 6.0% I o 1.8 —— 10.0% J 
t \ \ CD r • \ - 8.0% 
0.94 ——4.0% \ 
+ f r \ 1.6----C;Zfr V 6.0% 
0.92 ] - » - B W ( % ) | 2,0% | _ ^ B W (%)| ^ • 4.0% 
0.9 J , , 0.0% 1.4 , , 2.0% 
A B C A B C 
Model Model 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 22 - Change of/ , and 經 of the proposed MRIFA due to the absent of parasitic elements in 
(a) lower and (b) higher bands. 
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3.3.2.2.4 Summary of simulated results and discussion 
• ro defines the "radius" of the MRIFA antenna element. The smaller it is, the 
thinner the roll is. On the other hand, it controls relative positions (so as the 
coupling) between the patches and parasitic elements inside the roll. However， 
the coupling mechanism of the MRIFA is still unknown and could be 
complicated. Fig. 3.15b shows that f r in higher band is very sensitive to the 
change of ro. 
• Besides fo, Li and L2 also control coupling between the patches and parasitic 
elements inside the roll. Tuning either of them can alter the fr in the two bands 
(Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). 
• Instead of following the rule of A/4 for conventional PIFA (section 2.4.1), 
length of radiating arm is about 0.3A and OAA for lower band and higher 
band respectively. The longer length is believed due to the influence of the 
parasitic effect inside the roll (section 2.4.3.1). 
_ The larger the 6, the lower the resonant frequency in lower band (Fig. 3.16a). 
Both fr and BW are not sensitive to 6 in higher band (Fig. 3.16b). Therefore, 6 
is useful for tuning/, in lower band. 
• Broader BW^nd higher radiation efficiency are obtained for larger d (Fig. 3.19 
and 3.20). This agrees with the implication given by eq. 2.14. 
• Fig 3.22 shows that the absence of the parasitic patch gives significant effect to 
the impedance performance. Only the proposed design (Model A) can provide 
a large bandwidth at the right frequency bands. 
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3.3.3 Prototype and Experimental results 
With the knowledge obtained in section 3.3.2，the prototype of MRIFA is 
produced (Fig. 3.23). Unrolled antenna patch (Fig. 3.9)，with h = 12 mm, L2 = 22 
mm，Lb = 1 mm, L4 = 5 mm and Lj = 2 mm is realized by photo-etching adhesive 
copper tape (see also Appendix C for antenna element realization procedure). Overall 
height of the antenna element is about 4.9 mm (Fig. 3.24). The antenna element was 
slightly tiled to towards the ground plane during installation to obtain a lower fr in 
lower band (Fig. 3.16a). Double-layer Printed Circuit Board (PCB) as described in 
section 3.3.1 is fabricated. A 50Q semi-rigid coaxial cable is used to feed the strip on 
the PCB. The outer conductor of the cable is shorted to ground plane. Antenna-
ground separation (cf) is kept 5 mm for higher radiation efficiency (Fig. 3.20). 
Fig. 3. 23 - Prototype of proposed MRIFA 
•
觀 
« 4.9 讓 
Fig. 3. 24 - Overall height of antenna element of proposed MRIFA 
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Experimental results 
Experimental results are presented along with simulated results. Physical 
dimensions of the simulated model are detailed in Table 3.1. Overall height of the 
simulated antenna element is about 4.3 mm. 
6 vq Li L2 L3 L4 Ls d 
Value 25 2.15 12 22 7 5 2 5 
Unit degree mm 
Table 3.1 - Values of parameters set in simulated model for comparison. 
3.3.3.1 Return loss and impedance bandwidth 
Fig. 3.25 shows return loss and Smith Chart of the proposed design. Table 3.2 is 
a summary of the impedance bandwidth. It shows that impedance bandwidth of 
proposed design satisfies requirements in both PGSM and DCS band. 
o f ^ r p ^ ^ T ^ ^ f ^ � … � ] 
. " ^ ： 赞 … - 厂 - - - - 「 - - - 館 - 广 / 
2. -10 1 T 1 r \ \ - r -f 1 / ./ 於.�A \ 
I ii\ i ； i \ \ u ^ p j j 
3 -15 ；」 i- 1 J AVlL 1 Higher band loopI . / / ‘ l i i i i \ i \ x ^ y : ； ! 
-20 V-i ' r Simulated IVJ 1 \ 
I , — & d B line M 1 \ / 广、 / \ , / 
I I “~I 1~* li 1 \ . 6-dB circle -.：. / 
I t 1 I I | i t N. Measured 
- ' I s " " " " H ^ ^ ^B 2 Simulated 
Freq. (GHz) treq (800.0MHz to 2.000GHz) 
� 0)) 
Fig. 3. 25 - (a) Return loss and (b) Smith Chart of proposed design 
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Resonant freq. BW (MHz) RW / ^ � / � 
(MHz) (range and difference) � � J 
PGSM requirement 925 890-960 70 7.57% 
Measured 925 884 - 995 111 12.08% 
Simulated 957 915- 1007 92 9.61% 
DCS requirement 1795 1710- 1880 170 9.47% 
Measured 1800 1659- 1898 239 13.27% 
Simulated 1802 1705 - 1904 199 11.05% 
Table 3 . 2 - Impedance bandwidth of proposed RIFA. 
3.3.3.2 Radiation Patterns 
Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 3.28 are the radiation patterns of the simulated model and the 
prototype. All were captured at their resonant frequencies. Good agreement is 
obtained between the simulated and measured models. As explained in section 2.5.2, 
resonance of mobile phone antenna is governed by the resonance of ground plane in 
900 MHz band. The radiation pattern of the prototype obtained at 925 MHz is very 
close to that obtained from the first resonance of a dipole antenna. On the other hand, 
resonance of the antenna is less dependent on the ground plane in 1800 MHz band. 
Features of dipole antenna cannot be found in the radiation patterns at 1800 MHz 





Fig. 3.26 - Definition of the coordinate axes in radiation measurement. 
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Simulated (957.5 MHz) Measured (925 MHz) 
+z 
±180° ±180° 
(a) x-z plane (d) 
±180o ±180» 
(b) v-z plane (e) 
/ < - / ^ ^ ^ - a J ； , ^ A ' \ \ I / ( � , � � - + � ' K \ \ \ 
±180° ±180" 
(c) x-v plane (f) 
Fig. 3.27 - Normalized radiation pattern of proposed design in 3 orthogonal planes in lower band, 
(a-c) Simulated; (d-f) Measured. Refer to Fig. 3.26 for the definition of the coordinate axes. 
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Simulated (1802.5 MHz) Measured (1800 MHz) 
土180° ±180° 
(a) x-z plane (d) 
； E 3 0 0 ^ ^ r ^ 
； ； 
/ ； / / v ' T ' - ^ ' ^ t ^ N , \ ； V y / a t A 、 \ 
v ： 、 0 、 响 + - , ' 7 V / v (烟 ] 
土 180� 土 180O 
(b) v-z plane (e) 
, \ 、、”，、'、广、 ‘ , ‘ 1 \ \ \V: \ '、广、>j ‘ ‘ 』 
±180"> ±180° 
(c) x-v plane (f) 
Fig. 3.28 - Normalized radiation pattern of proposed design in 3 orthogonal planes in higher band, 
(a-c) Simulated; (d-f) Measured. Refer to Fig. 3.26 for the definition of the coordinate axes. 
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3.3.3.3 Maximum total gain and radiation efficiency 
Larger gain and higher radiation efficiency are found in PGSM and DCS band 
(Fig. 3.29 and 3.30). With the bandwidth performance shown in Fig. 3.25a and Table 
3.2, it is proven that the proposed antenna works best in PGSM and DCS band. 
Flat radiation efficiency curve is obtained over a wide range of frequency in 
both PGSM and DCS band. It is possible to tune the operating frequency of the 
proposed design by, for example, modifying antenna patch pattern and adding 
matching circuit, without loss of radiation efficiency in a wide range of frequency 
band. Fig. 3.31 verifies the simulated result shown in Fig. 3.20. 
However, the radiation efficiency of the prototype can go up to 64% (-1.9 dB) 
and 37% (-4.3 dB) only in PGSM and DCS band. This is believed due to the high 
loss introduced by the paper substrate, the loss tangent of which is 0.12732 at 2.5 
GHz. 
On the other hand, the trends of maximum gain and radiation efficiency against 
frequency of the measured model agree with those of the simulated model (Fig. 3.29-
3.31). Thus, it can be claimed that the EM model created in CST MWS (Fig. 3.8) can 
give good prediction to the radiation performance of the proposed design. 
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芝 - 1 4 • Measured --
-16 Simulated--
-18 1 I 1 1 ， I 1 I I I 1 I 
0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 
Freq. (GHz) 
Fig. 3. 29 - Maximum antenna gain (G,ot) against frequency. 
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Fig. 3.30 - Measured radiation efficiency against frequency. 
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Freq. ( G H z ) 
Fig. 3.31 - Measured radiation efficiency against frequency for different d. 
Results agree those shown in Fig. 3.20. 
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3.3.4 Comparison with a reference PIFA 
Fig. 3.32 shows overall configuration of the reference PIFA. In order to have a 
fair comparison, many aspects of the reference PIFA are intentionally made close to 
the proposed MRIFA: 
• The same double-layer PCB is used. 
• Antenna patch is kept 40 mm wide (Fig. 3.33). 
• Antenna patch pattern is formed by photo-etching an adhesive copper tape. 
• The same volume (40 x 25 x 0.3 inm^) of paper substrate is used to support the 
antenna patch. It is to simulate the same amount of energy loss on substrate. 
• Overall height of the antenna patch is about 5 mm above upper layer of the 
PCB. 
• Feed and short legs of the antenna patch are 5 mm away from ground plane. 
Configuration is similar to that shown in Fig. 2.10c. 
• The same signal feeding method is used (Fig. 3.34). 
• The same set of instruments and settings were adopted in measurements of 
return loss, antenna gain and antenna efficiency. 
However, in order to make it resonate in both PGSM and DCS band，antenna 
metal patch was tuned to occupy 40 x 14.5 mm^ of planar area. Thus, total volume 
occupied by antenna element of this reference PIFA (volume under the metal patch) 
cannot be made comparable to that of proposed MRIFA (see Table 3.3). 
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i — — ~ • ' Mg—1 
Fig. 3. 32 - Reference PIFA made for comparison. Antenna patch is about 5 mm above ground. 
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Fig. 3.33 - Antenna patch of the reference PIFA on the top of paper substrate. 
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j r Feed leg 
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Fig. 3.34 - Upper layer of PCB, feeding structure and placement of reference PIFA 
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Dimension of Volume occupied by Dimension of 
antenna element the antenna element t 3� 
( m m ” —） PCB (mm) 
Ref. PIFA 40 x 14.5 x 5 2.9 
4 0 X 1 0 0 X 0 . 8 
S a I <4QX5X5 厂 < 1 
Table 3.3 - Dimensions and total occupied volume of reference PIFA and proposed RIFA 
From Fig. 3.35 and Table 3.4, we can see that the proposed MRIFA has a wider 
impedance bandwidth than this reference PIFA in both PGSM and DCS band. In 
terms of radiation performance, maximum gains of them are about the same (Fig. 
3.36), indicating that they have similar radiation capability. Fig. 3.37 shows that the 
proposed MRIFA radiates about 15% (1 dB) less efficiently than the reference PIFA. 
It is believed due to the fact that volume occupied by the antenna element of the 
reference PIFA is about 3 times larger than the proposed MRIFA. Theoretically, 
radiation efficiency is lower for smaller volume (eq. 2.12). 
(0 . I 
严 w \ 
f „ I proposed RIFA •. cr -25 - » ref. PIFA 
6 d B B W line 
-30 -
-35 -
4 Q | I I 1 I I I I I I I I I 
15.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 
Freq. ( G H z ) 
Fig. 3. 35 - Measured return loss of the reference PIFA and the proposed MRIFA 
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R 7 : ) f r e q BW(MHZ) BW(%) 
PGSM requirement 890-960 925 70 7.57% _ 
Ref. PIFA 882 - 964 917 82 8.97% 
Proposed RIFA 884 - 995 ^ HI 12.08% 
DCS requirement 1710- 1880 1795 170 9.47% 
Ref. PIFA 1698- 1887 1808 189 10.44% 
Proposed RIFA 1659- 1898 1800 239 13.27% 
Table 3.4 — Impedance bandwidth of reference PIFA and proposed MRIFA 
I ^ ； ： ： ： ； ； ： ： ： ： ： ： ^ ' 
_14 - - 力 M R I F A ~ - -
- 1 6 - « - R e f . P I F A - - -
-18 1 1 1 1 1 
0 . 8 1 1 . 2 1 . 4 1 . 6 1 . 8 2 
F r e q . ( G H z ) 
Fig. 3.36 - Maximum gain of reference PEFA and proposed MRIFA 
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Fig. 3.37 - Radiation efficiency of reference PIFA and proposed MRIFA 
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3.4 Mobile phone installed with the MRIFA 
A mobile phone (Fig. 3.38) is selected as our integration target As this 
mobile phone has a PCB size very close to that shown in Fig. 3.11, about 37 x 100 x 
1 mm� ’ it is a good sample for examining performance of the proposed MRIFA. 
However, the phone's original feeding structure can only suit for a PIFA. An adaptor 
PCB was designed and installed to make feeding the MREFA become possible (Fig. 
3.39). Widths of the feed strip and slits on the adaptor PCB are made the same as the 
one shown in Fig. 3.10 in order to form a 50Q feed line. The original mobile phone 
plastic housing was used (Fig. 3.41) in the measurement. Adding the plastic case is 
assumed not degrading the radiation performance of the MRIFA on the mobile phone 
because loss introduced by plastic case is small [5]. Moreover，no matching circuit 
was added in the measurement. 
f i l l 
‘ ‘ 着 ^ ^ ^ ^ 豢 
.！ “ ~ y 
‘ 1 8 7UV w«yi9ly 
Fig. 3.38 - Target mobile phone sample for integration 
It is also named Sample6 in chapter 4. See also Appendix A for its conducted and OTA measured 
data. 
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_疆 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 39 - PCB bottom layer of target phone before (a) and after (b) installed with the MRIFA. 
Fig. 3.40 - PCB upper layer ot target phone after installed with the MRIFA 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3.41 - Upper (a) and bottom (b) side of target phone after installed with the MRIFA. 
TRP and TIS ^^  are the most important parameters to evaluate transmitting and 
receiving performance of a mobile phone. Fig. 3.42 shows that the mobile phone 
with the MRIFA meets performance of typical mobile phones. 
34 00 t J 日 Nokia 6288 
• Nokia 6300 
32.00 nSE K750i 
n Moto V226 
•g 30-00 • Phone + MRIFA 
m r f l p • 
2 8 0 0 - 一 一 一 一 — ^ ^ ^ ― — — . • — — 一 — — — — ^ ^ L — — — — — — — — — — 
890.2 902.4 914.8 1710.2 1747.4 1784.8 
Freq. (MHz) 
(a) 
110 00-r j Nokia 6288 
• Nokia 6300 
108.00 aSE K750i 
• Moto V226 
106.00 • Phone + MRIFA 
2. 104.00 J - - r - i - U 二-「 r T " 
H f c l i l l l t t l 
935.2 947.4 959.8 1805.2 1842.4 1879.8 
Freq. (MHz) 
(b) 
Fig. 3. 42 - Comparison of (a) TRP and (b) TIS (for BER=2.44%) between the 
mobile phone with MRIFA and some commercially available mobile phones. Note 
that the negative signs of TIS's shown in (b) are omitted. 
IV Please refer to Appendix B for definitions and measurement of EIRP, EIS, TRP and TIS. 
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In order to normalize the radiated power and received power, the Tx and Rx 
total gains ( Gj•太如 and G尺口。, ) are evaluated from the measured total effective 
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and total effective isotropic sensitivity (EIS) of the 
phone by eq. 3.5 and 3.6. 
C ^ � ’ 知 广 ) (3.5) 
G似,�,{OJ,n,BER)=尸“厂，膽）、 (3.6) 平 ) E I S j p 水 BER) 
，where « is an integer to specify a communication channel in GSM� . 
Fig. 3.43 - 3.46 are the Tx and Rx gain patterns of the phone shown in Fig. 3.41 
for channels in both PGSM and DCS band in 3 orthogonal planes. The gains can 
go as high as 3 dB. The patterns are also very close to those obtained from passive 
measurement (Fig. 3.27 and 3.28). This shows that the presence of plastic case does 
not affect the original radiation pattern. 
By integrating eq. 3.5 and 3.6 over a sphere, Tx and Rx total efficiency of the 
mobile phone can be expressed by eq. 3.7 and 3.8. Tx total efficiencies of all 
investigated channels in PGSM and DCS band are higher than 54% while Rx total 
efficiencies are higher than 32% for BER=2.44% (Table 3.5 and 3.6). Note that 
BER=2.44% is specified in [6] for TIS evaluation. 
V See section 1.5 for more information about channel number and operating frequencies in GSM. 
VI Only channels of lowest, middle and highest frequency in each frequency band are of our focus, 
i.e.: chl，62 and 124 in PGSM band and ch512, 698 and 885 in DCS band. 
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The definition of total efficiency (eq. 2.5) does not consider radiator's radiation 
performance from communication system point of view. Fig. 3.47 shows that Rx 
total efficiency depends on both frequency and the specified BER. This implies that 
eq. 3.7 and 3.8 still do not eliminate the effect due to the mobile phone system itself. 
Sensitivity (so as the efficiency) of a GSM receiver depends on the architecture, all 
building blocks inside [7] [8] and the integrity of the whole system. The dependency 
on BER shows that definitions of eq. 3.6 and 3.8 may not be a perfect parameter to 
determine the receiving performance of a mobile phone. Nevertheless, it is still 
believed that the higher the Rx total efficiency, the better the mobile phone can 
perform for wireless reception. Rx total efficiency for BER=2.44% is sufficient to 
show the trend of the efficiency change against channel (and frequency) (Fig. 3.47). 
Finally, the same set of experiment was done on Nokia 6300, which is installed 
with a PIFA. Results shown in Fig. 3.48 - 3.51 show that the mobile phone with the 
MRIFA can transmit and receive more efficiently than Nokia 6300, demonstrating 
that the proposed compact antenna is feasible for practical uses. 
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Fig. 3.43 - Tx gains ( G ^ �如 ) i n PGSM band at 890.2, 902.4 and 914.8 MHz 
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Fig. 3 . 4 4 - R x gains ( Gj^ 如)in PGSM band at 935.2’ 947.4 and 959.8 MHz for BER=2.44% 
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Fig. 3.45 - Tx gains ( G 如 ) i n DCS band at 1710.2’ 1747.4 and 1784.8 MHz 
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Fig. 3. 46 - Rx gains ( G ^ ) in DCS band at 1805.2,1842.4 and 1879.8 MHz for BER=2.44% 
Freq Conducted Max TRP Tx Tot. Eff. Tx Tot. Eff. 
LH (MHZ) TX power (dBm) (dBm) (dB) (%) 
1 890.2 31.64 28.993 -2.647 54.36% 
PGSM 62 902.4 31.40 29.550 -1.850 65.31% 
124 914.8 31.04 30.045 -0.995 79.53% 
512 1710.2 29.27 27.651 -1.619 68.88% " 
DCS 698 1747.4 29.57 27.351 -2.219 59.99% 
885 1784.8 29.19 27.609 -1.581 69.49% 
Table 3 . 5 - Measured Tx parameters of the mobile phone with a MRIFA. 
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� Freq Conducted j i s Rx Tot. Eff. RxTot. Eff. 
CH (MHI) SCB" 二 ： ） （ d B m ) W (%) 
1 935.2 -108.0 -102.231 -5.77 ""“26.49%""“ 
PGSM 62 947.4 -107.5 -103.206 -4.29 “ ‘“37.20% “ 
124 959.8 -107.0 -100.904 -6.10 24.57% 
512 1805.2 -107.0 -103.795 -3.21 47.81% 
DCS 698 1842.4 -106.5 -104.205 -2.30 58.95%"" 
885 1879.8 -106.0 -103.337 -2.66 54.17%"" 
p u Freq ^ T ' ^ u T A ^ TIS Rx Tot. Eff. Rx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MHZ) :；；，2(4= (dBm) (dB) (%) 
1 935.2 -108.5 -103.598 -4.90 32.34% 
PGSM 62 947.4 -109.0 -104.490 -4.51 35.40% 
124 959.8 -108.0 -103.416 -4.58 34.80% 
512 1805.2 -108.0 -104.768 -3.23 47.51% 
DCS 698 1842.4 -108.0 -105.113 -2.89 51.44% 
885 1879.8 -107.5 -104.055 -3.44 45.24% 
Freq ^ T ^ T ^ A i � TIS Rx Tot. Eff. Rx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MI^) (dBm) (dB) (%) 
1 935.2 -109.5 -104.350 -5.15 30.55% 
PGSM 62 947.4 -109.5 -105.412 -4.09 39.01% 
" " m 959.8 -109.0 -104.452 -4.55 35.09%"" 
512 1805.2 -108.5 -105.470 -3.03 49.78% 
DCS 698 1842.4 -108.5 -105.844 -2.66 54.25% 
885 1879.8 -108.0 -105.061 -2.94 50.83% 
Table 3. 6 — Measured Rx parameters of the mobile phone with a MRIFA (grouped by BER tested) 
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Fig. 3. 47 - Rx total efficiency of the mobile phone with a MRIFA. 
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Fig. 3.48 - Tx total efficiency of Nokia 6300 and the mobile phone with a MRIFA. 
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Fig. 3. 49 - Rx total efficiency of Nokia 6300 and the mobile phone with a MRIFA for BER=1.50%. 
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Fig. 3. 50 - Rx total efficiency of Nokia 6300 and the mobile phone with a MRIFA for BER=2.44%. 
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Fig. 3. 51 - Rx total efficiency of Nokia 6300 the mobile phone with a MRIFA for BER=3.50%. 
3.5 Summary 
A compact Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna (MRIFA) for dual-band 
mobile phone has been proposed. The simulated results have been verified by 
measurements. By rolling the antenna patch, it can reduce the antenna size to less 
than 1 cm^ and yet provide a large bandwidth through the capacitive coupling 
between the patches. The proposed design achieves wide impedance bandwidth in 
both PGSM (12.08%) and DCS band (13.27%), which satisfies frequency 
requirements in GSM applications. Feeding and shorting structures are improved, so 
that the MRIFA can be fed by microstrip line. However, radiation efficiency of the 
proposed design is 15% (1 dB) less than a conventional PIFA. The reduction is 
believed due to its compacter size. 
On the other hand, the MRIFA was also installed in a mobile phone. Tx and Rx 
gains and total efficiencies are obtained from mobile phone active OTA 
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measurement. A comparison with Nokia 6300 shows that the radiation performance 
of the MRIFA on mobile phone meets commercial product requirement. Therefore, 
the proposed MRIFA is feasible for practical uses. 
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Chapter 4 
A fast method to evaluate Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) in mobile phone 
active measurement 
(As most of the terms used in this chapter are specific to measurements introduced in 
[1]，readers are advised to go through Appendix B before reading this chapter.) 
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in section 1.1，in order to bridge the gap between traditional 
antenna parameters and evaluation of overall transmitting and receiving capability of 
a mobile phone, active measurements are designed [1], in which Total Radiated 
Power (TRP) and Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) are used to describe the overall 
over-the-air (OTA) transmitting and receiving properties of a mobile phone 
respectively. Detailed definitions and measurement procedure are given in Appendix 
B of this thesis. 
According to [1], EIS of two orthogonal polarizations in 72 directions are 
measured to evaluate the TIS of a GSM based mobile phone. With our over-the-air 
(OTA) TIS evaluation system (Satimo Stargate 128 with Agilent 8960 
communication tester), and -70 dBm as initial basestation (BS) Tx power, it at least 
takes 100 minutes to go through all required measurement procedure for all 3 
required channels ^ in a frequency band. As the MS is commanded to transmit at its 
highest power level, battery of some MS's may not be able to maintain constant 
power supply for such a long duration. In this case, Tx power of the MS becomes 
‘ The 3 channels are the lowest, middle and highest frequency channel of the operating band, i.e.: 
chl, 62 and 124 for P-GSM and ch512,698 and 885 for DCS band. 
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unstable, which lowers the BER measured in the BS. The EIS's measured will, in 
turn, become inaccurate, and so as the TIS obtained. 
The duration required for EIS measurement is affected by the inherent receiving 
performance of the mobile phone. For some MS,s，the antenna gains in some 
directions and polarization are so poor that a reliable communication link cannot be 
setup at a small initial power level of BS, say -80 dBm. Call drop often happens 
when the BS transmits at this power level. Increasing the initial BS Tx power is the 
only way to solve the problem, but it takes a longer time to obtain the BER threshold 
for the directions with good reception capability consequently. From our experience, 
-70 dBm as initial BS Tx power is a promising power level that call drop seldom 
happens throughout the EIS measurement for most of the mobile phones ever tested 
in our lab. 
To combat the problem of MS's battery life, it is necessary to develop a fast 
method for TIS evaluation. Besides, engineers need to test and tune up the mobile 
phone back and forth in product development stage. A fast method can help in 
shortening product development time. 
Sensitivity/TIS estimation methods have been reported in [1] and [2], In [1], it 
is suggested to command the MS to transmit at a smaller MS Tx power so as to relax 
the stress to MS's battery. The final TIS value will be adjusted by the offset found by 
subtracting the difference between the EIS obtained with the maximum MS Tx 
power and that with the smaller MS Tx power for the direction, at which EIS is 
maximum; In [2], it is suggested to，firstly, find the received power pattern of the MS 
with the aids of RX level reported from that MS and different BS Tx power, known 
as RX level linearization. Then, EIS of the direction with the best receiving 
capability is evaluated by the conventional method. The difference between this EIS 
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and the received power of the same direction becomes an offset which is used to 
scale the received power pattern to form the estimated EIS pattern. However, the 
accuracy is not mentioned. 
Although the problem of battery life can be solved by the method suggested in 
[1], it still needs to go through the same measurement procedure. The measurement 
duration is still long. For the method suggested in [2], extra work on RX level 
linearization has to be done before measurement starts, which requires re-
programming the measurement automation. In this chapter, an EIS estimation and 
sampling method is proposed. It requires no extra calibration, and less EIS data 
points. TIS obtained with the proposed method deviates from the true value by less 
than 0.5 dBm for all of our 5 mobile phone samples. 
Total Radiated Power (TRP) and Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) 
According to [1], TRP and TIS of an MS can be computed from measured 
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) and Effective Isotropic Sensitivity (EIS) 
of specified polarizations and directions. Followings are their mathematical forms. 
Detailed derivations can be found in Appendix B. 
N-l A/-1「 敬 、 . 、-
TRPip)三 為,n)+EIRP•人0i 為,n�\s�n0i (4.1) 
ArsM ,-=1 j-Q 
，where N= 12 and M = 24, which means it is required to measure EIRPs of the MS 
under test over the air at 15° angular interval in order to compute TRP [1]. 
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TIS(n) = p ！ =： 
；T N-1 M-1 1 1 (4 2) 
，where N = 6 and M= 12, which means it is required to measure EIS's of the MS 
under test over the air at 30° angular interval in order to compute TIS [1]. 
4.2 Proposed fast method for TIS evaluation 
4.2.1 Observed relationship between total Effective Isotropic Radiated Power 
(EIRP) and total Effective Isotropic Sensitivity (EIS) 
Comparing with the time needed for evaluating TIS of 3 channels, time needed 
for evaluating TRP of 3 channels is much shorter, about 5 minutes. It is sensible to 
make use of the measured EIRPs in TRP evaluation to estimate EIS's and TIS. 
Five mobile phones “ were used in this investigation. It is found that the total 
EIRPs (eq. 4.3) and total EIS's (eq. 4.4) of the same direction obtained in the same 
channel (in dBm) follow an approximately linear relationship (see Fig. 4.1 (a-f)y". 
Note that EIRPs and EIS's obtained in 6 elevation planes are plotted with different 
signs (+, 0，*, etc.), and EIS's are presented as positive values, instead of negative. 
EIRPjcf>i�= EIRPeip i,•；) + EIRP人 e (4.3) 
“ Details about the brand and model of the sample phones are reported in Appendix A. 
"1 Only graphs of EIRP vs. EIS of Sample 1 are shown. Please refer to Appendix A for the graphs of 
other phone samples. 
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Fig. 4.1 - Plot of total EIRP vs. total EIS of Sample 1 
From high school mathematics, for all linear relationship between 2 variables, 
they can be related by: 
y = mx + c (4.5) 
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，where m is the slope of the straight line on the x-y curve; c is the v-intercept of the 
straight line. 
Polynomial curve fitting by least square method is a way to find coefficients of 
a polynomial from its data points [3]. As m and c of eq. 4.5 are coefficients of a 1st-
order polynomial, they can be found with this method. In this work，algorithm of 
least square method was not studied in this thesis research, but implemented in 
MATLAB by function p o l y f i t and p o l y v a l [3]. 
Substituting EIS into y and EIRP into x of eq. 4.5, we have: 
EIS如ipi水、EIRPtot{0. J.)+c (unit: dBm) (4.6) 
Fitted lines shown in Fig. 4.1 (a-f) are best-fit straight lines generated by least square 
method based on all data points shown in the same graph. 
To evaluate the suitability of estimating EIS's from EIRPs with the fitted line, 
root-mean-square (rms) of the residuals is introduced, where the residual is defined 
by the difference between the estimated and measured EIS, mathematically, 
feSi=EISj^e”<l>JdBm) — EIS„Jp�cl>;idBm) (4.7) 
，where £75"如(没丨，减.)and £75"臓(没,.，於)refer to total EIS of estimated and measured 
values respectively. 
The root-mean-square (TTTW) is the average of the absolute deviations between 
estimated and measured EIS's. It is defined by: 
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屬=、去Z(從、2) (4.8) 
V ^ i=l 
，where N = 66, which is the total number of points of EIS measured 
Table 4.1 lists the rms’s obtained in different channels of all mobile phone 
samples. Maximum mean deviation is less than 1.81 dBm. 
Sample 1 Sample2 Sample3 Sample4 SampleS 
Ch 
1 1.424 1.263 0.849 0.712 1.261 
62 1.519 1.420 1.224 1.124 1.526 
124 1.679 1.145 0.944 1.116 1.427 
512 1.296 1.352 1.809 1.416 0.928 
698 1.388 1.030 1.630 1.054 0.750 
885 1.374 1.376 0.991 1.176 0.800 
Table 4.1 一 rms of the difference between the estimated and measured EIS 
From eq. 4.2, we know that TIS is the reciprocal of weighted mean of 
\ l E I S , ( f ) . Although some EIS's may be over-estimated by up to 2 dBm, the least 
square method adopted ensures that there are also some EIS's that are under-
estimated by 2 dBm. The TIS value is not expected to be largely affected by this kind 
of deviations. Table 4.2 shows TIS's computed based on the EIS's estimated from 
IV Instead of 72 specified in [1], here, 66 EIS's are measured for each channel by our measurement 
system. EIS for = 0 � a n d 0, =180° can be ignored if only TIS is of our concern. From eq. 4.2， 
terms with sin 代 equals zero when = 0° and <9,. = 180�. Therefore，EIS data points measured in 
these directions do not contribute to the final value of TIS. Moreover, the direction of = 180�is 
where the mast is for our lab. No data can be captured in this direction. See also Appendix B for 
evaluation of TIS in our lab. 
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this linear relationship \ Comparing to those obtained from conventional method 
(Table A.3 of Appendix A), maximum deviation is 0.401 dBm (Table 4.3), which is 
smaller than a power decrement interval (0.5 dBm) during EIS measurement EIS's 
estimated with this method are proven suitable to find TIS. 
\^ample 
Sample 1 Sample2 Sample3 Sample4 SampleS 
Ch 
1 -103.335 -102.294 -104.515 -104.829 -98.474 
62 -101.578 -100.843 -103.873 -103.495 -98.063 
124 -101.468 -100.204 -104.348 -102.386 -97.310 
512 -103.394 -103.019 -104.560 -104.520 -103.679 
698 -103.459 -101.048 -104.179 -103.645 -103.359 
885 -103.029 -101.336 -103.114 -102.727 -100.959 
Table 4.2 - TIS's obtained from EIS's estimated from EIRPs according to eq. 4.10 
\^ample 
^ s . Sample 1 Sample2 Saraple3 Sample4 SampleS 
Ch 
1 0.215 0.046 0.135 -0.019 -0.004 
62 0.152 0.237 0.307 0.095 0.217 
124 0.072 0.216 0.262 0.164 0.210 
512 0.296 0.211 -0.140 0.210 0.071 
698 0.401 -0.038 0.051 0.305 0.221 
885 0.301 -0.116 -0.014 0.153 0.041 
Table 4.3 - Deviations of TIS's computed from estimated and measured EIS 
4.2.2 EIS's estimation from EIRPs for TIS evaluation 
From above observations, it is anticipated that as long as a good-enough linear 
fitting curve (or m and c) is found, EIS can be estimated from its companion EIRP, 
and we no longer need to measure EIS's in all required directions. 
V Here, N and M are set iV = 12 and M=24 respectively for the increased number of EIS's in hand. 
VI See also Appendix B for TIS/EIS evaluation procedure. 
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To find m and c, we still need to know some EIS's. A sampling scheme is 
proposed to take a subset (group) of required EIS data points, as illustrated in Table 
4.4, to find m and c. In the conventional scheme [1]，directions of = 0° and 
Of =180° are not necessary to be measured (see also footnote The total required 
number of points is 60 (see Table 4.4). With this sampling scheme, four groups of 
sample can be defined. Each group contains 15 points only. They are 1/4 of the total 
number of required points. 
-150 30 -150 60 . 1^50 9(H j ,躲0 ： 一 150 j 150 
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See footnote • See footnote See footnote ^ See footnote "^� 
Table 4. 4 - All required directions specified in [1]. Data points of the same group of proposed 
sampling scheme are highlighted in the same colour. 
By applying the method mentioned in section 4.2.1, four pairs of m and c can be 
found from the four groups of EIS's and their companion EIRPs in each channel, and, 
thus, four estimated TIS's can be obtained for each channel (Fig. 4.2 (a-f)). Their 
deviations (the bars in Fig. 4.2 (a-f)) from the values obtained by conventional 
EIS's for = 0° need not to be measured for TIS evaluation. See also footnote 
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method (the straight lines in Fig. 4.2 (a-f)) are also shown. Note that only estimated 
results of mobile phone Sample 1 are presented in this section. For results of other 
samples, please refer to section A.5 in Appendix A. Table 4.5 is a summary of 
maximum deviations between TIS's obtained from the proposed method and that 
from the conventional method. TIS's obtained from the proposed method deviate 
from that obtained from conventional method by maximally 0.467 dBm, which is 
smaller than a power decrement interval (0.5 dBm) adopted in EIS measurement. 
That is to say, either one of the four EIS groups can be used in this EIS estimation 
without affecting the deviation significantly. 
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Fig. 4.2 - Comparison between measured and estimated TIS's of Sample 1. 
TIS evaluations are made from 4 different groups of estimated EIS's. The bars show the deviations 
between the estimated TIS and the measured TIS. 
Sample 1 Sample2 Sample3 Sample4 SampleS 
1 -0.320 -0.100 -0.218 0.060 0.112 
62 -0.324 -0.315 -0.351 -0.139 -0.317 
124 -0.311 -0.297 -0.367 -0.228 -0.326 
512 -0.467 -0.288 0.296 -0.422 -0.216 
698 -0.448 0.268 -0.140 -0.460 -0.300 
885 -0.436 0.430 -0.199 -0.407 -0.152 
Table 4 . 5 - Maximum deviations of TIS's computed by proposed method from the conventional 
method 
4.3 Summary 
In this work, based on the observed approximately linear relationship between 
total EIRPs and total EIS's of a mobile phone in the same channel, it is proposed to 
make use of measured EIRPs to estimate part of the required EIS's by least square 
method. Besides，an EIS data point sampling scheme is proposed, by which only 
25% of total required data points are needed for TIS evaluation. With this EIS 
estimation method and sampling scheme, less than 0.5 dBm deviation is found in the 
final TIS values for all of our 5 mobile phone samples in hand. 
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This thesis can be divided into three parts: (1) a review of properties of mobile 
phone antenna; (2) the design of a compact Multilayered Rolled Inverted-F Antenna 
(MRIFA) for P-GSM/DCS mobile phone and its implementation on mobile phone; (3) 
a fast method for TIS evaluation in mobile phone active measurement. 
Chapter 2 reviews the properties of mobile phone antenna. Antenna-ground 
separation and ground plane effect are critical factors in the miniaturization of bar-
type mobile phone antenna. The fundamental limitations of small antenna show that 
bandwidth and radiation efficiency decreases with the reduction of antenna size. In 
conventional PIFA, the antenna-ground separation (d) is a critical factor to control 
the bandwidth. Generally speaking, the smaller the d, the smaller volume the antenna 
occupies, the narrower the impedance bandwidth. On the other hand, the ground 
plane length of typical mobile phone is about 100 mm. This length 0.3/1) is very 
close to the required length 0.4/1) for the ground plane to resonate as a dipole 
antenna in 900 MHz band. It is found that both impedance bandwidth and radiation 
pattern are largely affected by the ground plane in this band. For 1800 MHz band, the 
ground plane does not resonate for this length. Antenna properties are, thus, less 
influenced by the ground plane in this band. 
In chapter 3, a compact Multilayeredly Rolled Inverted-F Antenna (MRIFA) for 
dual-band mobile phone applications is proposed. Taking the advantage of the rolled 
structure, overall volume of the antenna element shrinks to less than 1 cm� . Besides, 
the strong capacitive coupling developed between radiating and parasitic elements 
enhance impedance bandwidth of the proposed design. The prototype demonstrates 
impedance bandwidths of 12.08% (884 - 995 MHz) and 13.27% (1659 - 1898 MHz) 
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in the two desired bands respectively. That is to say，the proposed antenna satisfies 
the bandwidth requirements for PGSM and DCS band operation. 
Comparing with similar works published previously by others, feeding and 
shorting structure of the antenna element are improved. Moreover, this work is the 
first to show the actual radiation performance of the rolled antenna in mobile phone. 
The active measurement results show that the radiation performance of the mobile 
phone installed with the proposed MRIFA is comparable to those of a commercially 
available phone, demonstrating that the proposed compact antenna is feasible for 
practical uses. 
In view of the long time needed to measure the Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) 
for mobile phone, a fast method for TIS evaluation is developed based on the 
observed approximately linear relationship between measured EIRP and EIS of the 
mobile phone in the same channel (chapter 4). It is proposed to estimate the required 
EIS's from 1) EIRPs of the same directions and 2) a limited amount of EIS samples. 
Number of measured EIS's required in this method is reduced from 60 to 15. The 
method has been tested in 5 mobile phones. Not more than 0.5 dBm of deviation is 
found between the TIS found by this method and the value obtained by the 
conventional method. 
Suggested future works 
For the MRIFA design，the work may be improved by using other unrolled 
planar patch patterns, such as slash lines，and increasing the number of metal layers 
so as to achieve a smaller size and wider bandwidths. On the other hand, the fast 
method for TIS evaluation may be improved by adopting other EIS sampling 
schemes. 
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Appendix A 
Details of sample mobile phones investigated in this thesis research 
A.l Brand and model of the samples 




3 Sony Ericsson K750i 
4 Motorola V226 
5 CMI CN/AV Engineering sample borrowed from 
(a Chinese brand) � ^ RayTech (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd. 
Table A. 1 - Information of mobile phone samples under test 
A.2 TRP and TIS of mobile phone samples under test* 
Tx Freq Sample 
CH (MHz) 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 
i 27.10 27.24 27.57 _ 28.66 27.00 
PGSM ~62 "902T 27.60_ 26.87 26.62 28.53 27.94 
"124 914.8 27.43 26.96 26.38 28.70 28.21 
512 1710.2 24.78 27.40 24.31 27.27 26.24 
DCS ~6~98 1747.4 25.90 28.97 24.87 26.79 26.39 
~885~ " l784.8 26.37 27.83 26.35 26.32 26.31 
Table A. 2 - TRP of mobile phone samples under test 
CH TxFreq Sample 
(MHz) 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 ~ 
1 935.2 -103.55 -102.34 -104.65 -104.81 -98.47 
PGSM 62 947.4 -101.73 -101.08 -104.18 -103.59 -98.28 
124 959.8 -101.54 -100.42 -104.61 -102.55 -97.52 
DCS 512 1805.2 -103.69 -103.23 -104.42 -104.73 -103.75 
‘ N / A stands for "Not Available". 
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698 1842.4 -103.86 -101.01 -104.23 -103.95 -103.58 
885 1879.8 -103.33 -101.22 -103.10 -102.88 -101.00 
Table A. 3 - TIS of mobile phone samples under test 
* Data presented in this section is obtained in January 2008. 
A.3 Transmit (Tx) and Receive (Rx) performance of mobUe phone Sample2 
(Nokia 6300)* 
Max 
Freq Tx power TRP Tx Tot. Eff. Tx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MHz) (dBm) (dBm) (dB) ^ 
7 1 : 890.2 }2Al TJAI -4.997 3_L65% 
PGSM = : ] [ : : : ~9j)T.4~" : : : ] } ] [ : : : : : : - : 5 :返 : : : : : " ~ 2 8 J 0 % " ~ ~ 
~~124~ "“__3Z33 21A6 -_5.166 _3_0.44%_~~ 
二]]二二 二〒亟二 二：3_0_ 丝 _2_yp -2.377 57.86%__~ 
DCS 二]》[：二压二二] [ o ] ] _204 -_1,674 _6_8_：—二二 
8 8 r " T " l 7 8 r r 1 T o ' i o “ ― T — 2 8 ] � 1 " -2.156 | 6ol7% —““ 
Table A. 4 - Tx performance ofSample2 (Nokia 6300) 
Conducted 
sensitivity 
Freq (dBm) TIS Rx Tot. Eff. Rx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MHz) BER =1.5%** (dBm) (dB) ^ 
1 935.2 -107.5 .:101,07 -6.43 22.74% 
PGSM ^ " " " " 9 4 7 . 4 " ITbTo -100.03 -6.97 20.08% 
__ 一 — 124"~95978~ -T07.0 -99.30 -7.70 16.99% 
工 - T o e T i '~~\02M~ : : ] : [ [ = "4"4."61%""""7 
DCS """""698 : 了 亟 [ "TOIS "~-"IO"Q"."79"" : : ] ] [ = 
i" "885 t"^879.8"]"" -105.6 —— -100.50 | -4.50 35.47% """" 
Conducted 
sensitivity 
Freq (dBm) TIS Rx Tot. Eff. Rx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MHz) BER = 2.44%" (dBm) (dB) ^ 
L __9_3_5.2__ - 1 0 0 __-_l_qi_.8_8__ 丄 1_2_ _24.45%____ 
PGSM : : ] [ : : : : : 二亟 : 0 : : : : 运 : : 1~8.00%_~~ 
"T24~~ : ] : 5 � : [ : ~"~:107J~""'^T0q.40~::::」：10_ 1_9.49%___“ 
二 1]召二:二[应:::::"XLOST?" 二：：: 二：：远:4五[二 
DCS ：：:运[：：二 1]石:4::: 二：：:二远:{::::: ::::]:0:4:二::: 
885 1 冗「8—1 -10676" r"-"0l"3T"r —— —"34.07%“― 
Conducted 
sensitivity 
Freq (dBm) TIS Rx Tot. Eff. Rx Tot. Eff. 
CH (MHz) BER = 3.5%" (dBm) (dB) 
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I___J__93_52_J ；109j)_ L _ - _ 1 0 2 . 4 4 _I____丄5一6_____ ____22._0_8%____ 
PGSM 62 947.4 ；109j)~""~ "ToLoT" l7.0j%~~~ 
1_24 959.8 ； I - T o i i Z ] : : : :五 4 : : : : : : 
_~51~2~ ::1]运 d薛Z二:::"l^ l^JLl二二]:4:9:二::: 二]巧冗：二 
DCS 二 i l 石二 二 ： ： [ 运 Z o 二 二 二 二 = 1 6 : 9 = 二二 二二€^^01。二二 
r"88r"|""r879r8"1—_ -10^5" r " - " 0 2 . n " T ^ " 3 9 ――…"36.71%“― 
Table A.5-Rx performance ofSample2 (Nokia 6300) 
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Channel 
Fig. A. 1 - R x total efficiency ofSample2 (Nokia 6300) 
* Data presented in this section is measured in June 2008. 
** BER refers to Class2 Residual Bit Error Rate (RJBER). 
A.4 EIRP-EIS relationship on mobile phone samples* 
Note that EIRPs and EIS's obtained in 6 elevation planes are plotted in different 
signs (+，0，*, etc.), and EIS's are presented as positive values, instead of negative. 
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Fig. A . 4 - Plot of EIRP vs. EIS ofSample4 (Motorola V226) 
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Fig. A. 5 - Plot of EIRP vs. EIS ofSampleS (CMI) 
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* Data presented in this section was measured in January 2008. 
A.5 Comparison between measured and estimated TIS* 
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Fig. A. 8 - Comparison between measured and estimated TIS's of Sample4 (Motorola V226) 
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Fig. A. 9 - Comparison between measured and estimated TIS's of SampleS (CMI) 
* Data presented in this section was measured in January 2008. 
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A p p e n d i x B 
Active measurement of mobile phone's transmit power and receiver sensitivity 
As discussed in section l . l , traditional antenna parameters cannot give precise 
interpretation on the overall radiation performance of a mobile phone. In order tO 
bridge the gap between traditional antenna parameters and the situation for mobile 
devices, active measurement is introduced [ 1 ]. "Active" means "operating" or 
"functioning". During active measurement, mobile station (MS) ‘ are switched on 
and commanded to keep communicating with the basestation (BS). Format of the 
data to be transmitted depends on the typed of the tests. In all active measurements 
we have come across in this thesis research, voice call is set up between MS and BS, 
and random bits are sent to simulate the digitized voice data. 
Our target parameters can be divided into 2 groups, in terms of measurement 
method. 1) "Conducted measurement" means doing measurement by disconnecting 
the default antenna from the MS and connecting the MS to the BS via RP cable. 
Parameters obtained from this kind of measurement always bear with a prefix 
"conducted" in their name; 2) "Over-the-air (OTA) measurement” refers to doing 
measurement by setting up communication link wirelessly, in which antennas are 
connected at both MS and BS side. 
Four parameters in mobile phone active measurement are evaluated extensively 
in this thesis research. They are respectively conducted transmit (Tx) power, 
conducted sensitivity. Total Radiated Power (TRP) and Total Isotropic Sensitivity 
(TIS). Table B.l summarizes their properties. 





Tx Tx power Conducted Tx power TRP 
Rx Receiver sensitivity Conducted sensitivity TIS 
Table B. 1 - A summary of 4 target parameters in mobile phone active measurement 
Definitions and measurement of above parameters will be discussed in this 
appendix. Hardware setup and measurement methods we adopted throughout this 
thesis research are compliant to those described in [1]. 
B.l Total Radiated Power (TRP) 
TRP is defined to qualify transmitting performance of an operating mobile 
phone in particular channel n. Radiated power, in form of effective isotropic radiated 
power (EIRP) [2], is measured over a sphere surrounding the device under test 
(DUT). Contributions from EIRP in each direction are then summed and averaged to 
obtain TRP. Mathematically [1]， 
71 In 
TRP{n)=^U{e,(l>,n)da= | \u(e,(j},n)smed9dcj) 
，where ^ /Q is differential solid angle; U{6,(l),n) is radiation intensity at each angle in 
W/n (Watts/steradian or Watts/solid-angle) at the «-th channel, and it relates to EIRP 
by， 
EIRP{e,知)=G,, ifi, n) = 47rU{0,伞,n) 
,where is input power at the antenna port; Gj^ is transmitting antenna gain. 
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Therefore, TRP can be expressed by, 
n n In 
TRP{n) = —J j EIRPf,{O,EIRP^{&,Jsin 0dO dcf) (B. i) 
4 冗(9=0 (0=0 
or in its discretized form， 
^^；^；^五//^,, (Pi,伞”n)+EIRP•丨(M”n) Jsin^, (B. 2) 
ArsM 戶 0 
，where N= 12 and M = 24，which means it is required to measure EIRP's of the 
DUT over-the-air at 15° angular interval in order to compute TRP [1]. 
B.2 Total Isotropic Sensitivity (TIS) 
Similarly, TIS is defined to qualify receiving performance of an operating 
mobile phone in particular channel n. It is the overall system sensitivity relative to an 
isotropic receiver. Effective isotropic sensitivities (EIS) of the DUT are measured 
over a sphere surrounding it. Contributions from EIS in each direction are then 
summed and averaged to obtain TIS. Derivation of TIS is reported in [1], and 
repeated here for completeness. 
According to Yeh's definition of averaged received power [3], Prx, 
户 = H 户取々取“〜，，么•户权“〜’ ，知) 
(B.3) 
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,where P紅,is the average power that would be received by an /-polarized ideal 
isotropic antenna. is receiving antenna gain while Q r ^ 人 i s 
density function of incoming plane waves in /-polarization, and i = 0 ox (j). 
Particularly, to define TIS, incident plane waves are assumed to arrive at the 
DUT with uniform angular distribution. In this case, Pj^^ = P^^ = Pjj^ and 
&x,i (没，么”)=1/4冗，where Pjjs is a particular value which yields a condition of the 
DUT being specified threshold of sensitivity in such an environment. With them, 
according to eq. B.3, sensitivity of the receiver can be defined by: 
= 似 , “ 没 , + G 取 沒 ( 没 ， 知 浙 於 （B.4) 
4;r 
，where P^ is the receiver sensitivity power which is the lowest incoming signal 
power at the antenna port, in which the bit-error requirement is satisfied. In other 
words, this is the sensitivity measured via cable at the antenna port, instead of OTA. 
P^ is known as conducted sensitivity of the DUT. 
For an isotropic receiver, antenna gains in all direction equal 1，i.e.: 
Gj^ -0 = G^ ^ = 1/2. By substituting all these into eq. B.3, we have: 
TIS = ^ ( f s i n = (B. 5) 
47r 
This indicates that TIS of the DUT is equal to conducted sensitivity when the DUT is 
connected to an ideal isotropic antenna. 
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In a particular case, assume that a linearly polarized, say 6'-polarized, incident 
wave comes only from a single direction, say (ps^^s), it was shown by Taga in [4] 
that, 
• e M H s ) and = 0 
� “ smO 
,where is dirac delta function. With them, eq. B.4 is reduced to, 
Ps=^ P",EJs(没，•、却-没二)nf —於」+ 0 sin議—P喊肌GJUUS) 
，where P办 ^  肌 ^^  the average incident power arriving at the DUT and producing P^ 
at antenna port. 
As what we did to derive eq. B.5, for ideal 仏polarized isotropic receiver， 
Gj^0 = 1 and G^^ = 0 for all 0and伞 while P^ is equivalent to effective isotropic 
sensitivity (EIS). Substituting into previous equation, we have: 
= P^e^EIS ^ Rx.0 i^S ' ) - ^Rx.0,EIS ] = ^Rx.0,EIS 
Combining these two equations, we find that P^ and EIS人Gs^^s) are related by: 
The same relationship can also be obtained for 伞-polarized incident waves. 
Therefore, in general, 
P s = E I S _ G j 0 , < l > ) (B.6) 
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,where i = 6 ox (j). 
Substituting eq. B.6 into eq. B.4, we have, 
5 � 7 4;r 1 E I S 人 e 水 n ) 少 
Rearranging it and combing with eq. B.5 give: 
TIS{n) = ^  ^ . 
I ——r——r + ——T——X sin OdGd^ 贝.7) 
，or its discretized form: 
TIS(p) = r ！ 
— 1 1 ： - V ^ , sin.,. 讲.8) 
，where N= 6 and M = 12, which means it is required to measure EIS's of the DUT 
over-the-air at 30° angular interval in order to compute TIS [1]. 
B.3 Evaluation of Tx power in active measurement 
The evaluation is rather simple. After voice call between the MS and BS has 
been set up, MS is commanded to transmit at its maximum power level [5]: 
P-GSM : 33 dBm 士 2 dBm (power control level: 5) 
DCS : 30 dBm 士 2 dBm (power control level: 0) 
BS, Agilent 8960 communication tester, is responsible for measuring the incoming 
signal power. In conducted Tx power measurement, MS is connected to the BS 
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directly via RF cable, MS Tx power can be read at the BS side directly (Fig. B.l). 
The RF cable is short (less than 10 cm). The loss introduced is assumed to be zero. 
Fig. B. 1 - Measurement setup for conducted measurement 
On the other hand, EIRP measurement is done inside anechoic chamber located 
at Radiation Lab (Room GOl, Ho Sin Hang Engineering Building, CUHK). 
Hardware setup is briefly illustrated in Fig. B.2. 
_ — r 
4 
RF control signal 
Fig. B. 2 — Measurement setup for OTA Tx power measurement 
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RF control signals are sent between MS and BS to maintain a voice call connection 
over-the-air. E-field probes installed around the ring, Satimo Stargate 128, measure 
EIRP of the DUT and send the raw data to the personal computer (PC) at the same 
time. EmP人冷、and EIRP,(p,冷、 are measured one-by-one by the probes. The mast 
under the DUT also rotates accordingly to allow the probes to measure all required 
directions on a sphere. 
B.4 Evaluation of mobile phone sensitivity in active measurement 
Fig B.3 shows the hardware setup for conducted sensitivity evaluation. In OTA 
case, the same measurement setup is used, except that RF cable is replaced by the 
combination of "antennas of BS”，air channel and "antenna of MS" (Fig. B.4). 
j" ~f~：, ! n r ^ — 1 — 1—1 I 
Received _ Rx _ i _ Tx j 
^ bits “ (BS) ： ^ ^ (MS) " n j 
—Comparison ‘ " , : 丨 陳 ouT RF cable I 她 ~~：~ Received ！ 
RBER ——： 1 port I port I T " ? ~ bits j 
\ Random __ Tx _ 一 L i _ Rx i 
Bits (BS) I “ (MS) I 
I 
fo,. \ ！ 
I • 1 — — — — — — — — — — _ 一 — 一 _ « » 」 
Basestat ion (BS) Mobile Station ( M S ) 
Agilent 8 9 6 0 Mobile phone under test 





Fig. B. 4 - Measurement setup for EIS measurement 
Involved steps of sensitivity evaluation are listed below: 
• A voice call is setup between the BS and the MS. 
• Random bits are generated and encoded at BS side [6]. They are modulated, 
up-converted and transmitted at downlink (DL) frequency of the selected 
channel. 
• RF signals arrive at the MS's antenna port via RF cable or antenna. 
• MS demodulates and re-transmits the received bits at uplink (UL) frequency. 
The re-transmit signals are sent at the strongest power level of the MS to 
prevent the rise of bit-error-rat (BER) due to a weak transmit power. 
• Re-transmit RF signals arrive at the BS's input port. 
• Received signals are demodulated at BS side. Only useful hits “ are extracted 
for comparison. 
• BER is computed by comparing with original set of random bits sent. 
• BS Tx power keeps being adjusted according to the procedure described in 
section B.4.1 until the Tx power can result in a specified BER, say 2.44%. 
“ Useful bits here refer to Class2 bits. When making a voice call, they are part of the bits generated 
from digitized and encoded voice signal. Details are available in [6]. 
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“ B S reports its lowest Tx power to the PC. 
• The power arrived at the MS is determined by compensating the loss 
introduced by the communication channel (a calibration). For conducted 
measurement, the RF cable is normally kept as short as possible. The loss is 
so small that it is usually ignored (as we do in our practice). For OTA 
measurement, the loss is contributed by the air channel and the equipments in 
between. 
• In conducted measurement, this calibrated power is the conducted sensitivity 
of the MS. 
• In OTA measurement, this calibrated power is the EIS of the MS for one 
polarization in one direction. It will go through the same process again until 
EIS's of all required polarizations and directions have been measured. 
B.4.1 Adjustment of BS Tx power during sensitivity measurement 
Receiver sensitivity is defined by a threshold of DUT received power that a 
specified BER can be maintained throughout the test. In the test plan described in [1], 
the BER is 2.44%. BS keeps adjusting its Tx power until this threshold is obtained. 




^ BER = 0 < 2 . 4 4 % Q 
B S Tx \ BER = 2% < 2.44% ^ 
power \ f V K S ) 
(dBm) \ / « Rx sensitivity 
\ / ^ + Loss/gain compensat ion 
\ / BER = 2.5% >2 .44% 
fiN I 
^ BER = 3% >2.44% PowerLevelMin - BOdBm 
Fig. B. 5 - Determination of incident power at the DUT by the BS 
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Procedure of incident power determination: 
1. BS transmits at a prescribed power level, say -80 dBm. The BER obtained is 
found too low, say 0%. 
2. BS keeps decreasing its Tx power with a larger interval, say 2 dBm, until the 
BER is higher than 2.44%, say 3%. 
3. BS raises its Tx power again until the BER is lower than 2.44%, but at a 
smaller interval, say 1 dBm. 
4. The same steps are repeated with a smaller power increment/decrement step. 
According to [1], the smallest step is 0.5 dBm. 
5. BS records the transmit power that can maintain a BER which is the closest 
to and smaller than 2.44%. 
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Appendix C 
MRIFA realization procedure 
1. Form patch pattern on adhesive copper tape by photo-etching (Fig. C. 1). 
2. Prepare 3 pieces of 40 x 25 mm^ size and 0.1 mm thick paper (Fig. C.2). 
3. Stick the etched copper pattern and the 3 pieces of paper together (Fig. C.3). 
Then, fix the antenna patch and paper on a 3.92 mm thick cylindrical plastic stick 
with 3 pieces of sticky tape. 
4. Roll the whole thing around the plastic stick to form the rolled structure (Fig. 
C.4). 
5. Apply sticky tapes at the end of the copper tape to prevent the roll from 
stretching (Fig. C.5). 
6. The plastic stick will be removed after the antenna is mounted on PCB. 
Fig. C. 1 
Fig. C. 2 
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